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Abstract
In this dissertation, we are interested in improving the generalization of deep neural
networks for biomedical data (e.g., electrocardiogram signal, x-ray images, etc). Al-
though deep neural networks have attained state-of-the-art performance and, thus,
deployment across a variety of domains, similar performance in the clinical setting
remains challenging due to its ineptness to generalize across unseen data (e.g., new
patient cohort).
We address this challenge of generalization in the deep neural network from two
perspectives: 1) learning disentangled representations from the deep network, and
2) developing efficient semi-supervised learning (SSL) algorithms using the deep
network. In the former, we are interested in designing specific architectures and
objective functions to learn representations, where variations in the data are well
separated, i.e., disentangled. In the latter, we are interested in designing regular-
izers that encourage the underlying neural function’s behavior toward a common
inductive bias to avoid over-fitting the function to small labeled data. Our end
goal is to improve the generalization of the deep network for the diagnostic model
in both of these approaches. In disentangled representations, this translates to ap-
propriately learning latent representations from the data, capturing the observed
iv
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input’s underlying explanatory factors in an independent and interpretable way.
With data’s expository factors well separated, such disentangled latent space can
then be useful for a large variety of tasks and domains within data distribution even
with a small amount of labeled data, thus improving generalization. In developing
efficient semi-supervised algorithms, this translates to utilizing a large volume of the
unlabelled dataset to assist the learning from the limited labeled dataset, commonly
encountered situation in the biomedical domain.
By drawing ideas from different areas within deep learning like representation learn-
ing (e.g., autoencoder), variational inference (e.g., variational autoencoder), Bayesian
nonparametric (e.g., beta-Bernoulli process), learning theory (e.g., analytical learn-
ing theory), function smoothing (Lipschitz Smoothness), etc., we propose several
leaning algorithms to improve generalization in the associated task. We test our
algorithms on real-world clinical data and show that our approach yields significant
improvement over existing methods. Moreover, we demonstrate the efficacy of the
proposed models in the benchmark data and simulated data to understand differ-
ent aspects of the proposed learning methods. We conclude by identifying some of
the limitations of the proposed methods, areas of further improvement, and broader
future directions for the successful adoption of AI models in the clinical environment.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
All communication must lead to change.
- Aristotle
1.1 Overview
Biomedical data record organisms’ physiological activities to convey information about the
underlying biological source’s structure and functioning. Such information may appear
in a wide range of variety from neural and cardiac rhythms to tissue and organ images
[157]. Some examples of biomedical data include electrocardiograms (ECG), a measure of
the heart’s electrical activity, and chest x-ray, a radiographic projection of the chest, its
contents, and nearby structures.
With recent advancements in AI and machine learning, there has been a surge in develop-
ing computer-aided diagnostic algorithms. In specific, deep learning algorithms [95] have
been used for an end-to-end assessment of raw biomedical data to produce a target outcome
prediction. The diagnostic use of deep learning is already spreading in various biomedi-
cal areas, such as ophthalmology [8], radiology [94], and cardiology [69]. The success of
deep learning is often accompanied by the availability of large, curated, and representative
1
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training datasets with well-annotated labels. However, these requirements are challenging
to satisfy in biomedical applications and explain the reason behind the lack of AI-based
diagnostic models being deployed into real-world clinical environments [162]. For instance,
obtaining extensive labeled data set for supervised deep learning models is very costly and
time-intensive in biomedical applications as it involves expert domain knowledge. Similarly,
with limited labeled data, factors like inter-subject variations, which exist significantly in
biomedical data (e.g., ECG, etc.), could be dominant, affecting the population-based model’s
performance when applied to new patients. Also, differences in acquisition parameters,
manufacturing standards of medical devices, and inherent noises in these biomedical data
aggravate the situation. Due to these challenges, the model trained on a particular patient
group fails to generalize well to diverse patient populations. In this thesis, we refer to this
as the challenge of generalization.
In this dissertation, we approach this challenge of generalization from two general perspec-
tives in deep learning: 1) how to learn disentangled representations from the deep network,
and 2) how to develop an efficient semi-supervised algorithm using the deep network. In
both of these approaches, our end goal is to improve the generalization of the deep network
when learning from limited labeled data. In disentangled representations, this translates
to appropriately learning latent representations from the data, capturing the underlying
explanatory factors for the observed input in an independent and interpretable way. With
data’s expository factors well separated, such disentangled latent space can then be useful
for a large variety of tasks and domains within data distribution even with a small amount
of labeled data, thus improving generalization. In developing efficient semi-supervised algo-
rithms using the deep network, this translates to utilizing a large volume of the unlabelled
dataset to assist the learning from the limited labeled dataset yielding better generalization.
The unlabelled dataset is often considered to be readily available even for the biomedical
domain.
Learning disentangled representation: The main goal of learning disentangled rep-
resentation is to disentangle or separate the factor of variations from the data that are
semantically interpretable and mutually invariant. These low dimensional representations
exhibit underlying properties of the data and are therefore not task or domain-specific.
Since the underlying properties of the data are captured independently, they can be manip-
ulated separately. The ability to understand what properties of the data remain the same
when we transform them in certain ways is often considered the most potent generalization
in machine learning [73]. The success of disentanglement depends on data representation
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on different hierarchy [18], naturally motivating the use of deep networks that are good in
learning better low-dimensional representations from raw data. Once the data has been dis-
entangled into multiple factors, the learning of high-level abstractions can be focused on the
specific factor that has captured the variations involving clinical interests. This benefit of
disentangled representations to improve generalization in the downstream tasks have been
demonstrated across different areas of machine learning, including semi-supervised [64, 88],
zero-shot learning [75], transfer learning [56], and life-long learning [1]. However, the exist-
ing works in disentangled learning are generally focused on image-based applications where
variations in the data could be visually observed. In biomedical data, especially on non-
visual physical signals, the disentangled representation learning for separating inter-subject
variations has not been explored. Moreover, unlike regular visual benchmark applications,
the biomedical data are generated via a complex biophysical process where the number of
generative factors, if separable, could be potentially unbounded. In this thesis, we aim to
address these two gaps in learning disentangled representations.
Semi-supervised learning: In semi-supervised learning (SSL), we are primarily inter-
ested in utilizing unlabelled datasets to assist the learning from the labeled dataset. While
approximating the function relating data with its true labels, SSL plays a role in exploiting
the underlying relationship within data to predict unlabeled data points’ correct labels. One
of the critical parts of any SSL algorithm is how the function being learned is regularized to
avoid overfitting to the small labeled dataset. Regularization techniques to prevent a model
from overfitting to a particular dataset is well studied in machine learning literature. For
instance, L1 regularization adds a regularization penalty equal to the absolute value of the
magnitude of the model’s parameter yielding sparse models. In the deep network, we can
similarly add regularization depending on the nature of the problem. For this thesis’s case
of a learning algorithm for biomedical applications where the number of labeled data set
is limited, the regularization like function smoothing could be critical to avoid over-fitting
the complex deep network to small labeled data. Although there are numerous examples in
the literature where the smoothness of the neural function has enhanced generalization in
biomedical applications, for most of these works, the regularization function mostly consider
raw input data and focus on the local smoothness of the function (around the vicinity of
the training data points). This thesis recognizes and works towards addressing the following
gaps, where for the former, 1) the effect of disentangled representation in regularization is
not apparent, and for the latter, 2) global regularization of smoothness is less considered in
the biomedical domain, and 3) Lipschitz regularization to enhance global regularization of
smoothness are not well explored. We address these gaps primarily to obtain better SSL
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algorithms for biomedical applications.
1.2 Contribution
The goal of this research is to improve the generalization in data-driven models for biomed-
ical data in limited labeled data setting by learning disentangled representations to sepa-
rate task-irrelevant representations from task-related representations, and regularizing the
model (neural function) towards the implicit generalization bias (e.g., smoothness) for semi-
supervised learning. To this end, we present two major contributions:
Learning disentangled representation: Within learning disentangled representation, we
take two approaches for addressing two identified gaps. In the first approach, we separate
the factor of variations using deep autoencoders and learn high-level abstractions for the
factor relevant to the task at hand. This approach is weakly supervised in the form of
pair-wise comparison such that the task-relevant latent representation of pair of biomedical
data is similar if they originally belong to the same clinical group (e.g., same disease label).
Similarly, the task-irrelevant latent representation of the biomedical data pair is similar
if they represent similar inter-subject variations (e.g., same patient label). In the second
approach, we use the deep generative model with an independent prior in an unsupervised
manner. However, unlike regular visual benchmark applications, the biomedical data are
generated via a complex biophysical process where the number of generative factors, if
separable, could be unbounded. As such, along with independence assumptions to encourage
separation of the generative factors, we allow richer modeling capacity via a non-parametric
Bayesian latent factor model to improve the disentangled representation learning. These
contributions can be summarized as:
• We propose a factor disentangling autoencoder that extracts from a large popula-
tion dataset the clinically relevant representations while separating individual-level
variations. The separated clinically relevant representation is subjected to super-
vised fine-tuning resulting in a framework that improves the model’s generalization
in identifying the corresponding clinical region in the new unseen patient group. We
describe the details in chapter 3. This chapter contains modified materials from our
IEEE Transactions of Biomedical Engineering paper entitled “Sequential Factorized
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Autoencoder for Localizing the Origin of Ventricular Activation from 12-lead Elec-
trocardiograms.” [63].
• We propose a deep generative model with an independent latent factor model, which
increases modeling capacity to improve disentangled learning of generative factors
with abstruse complexity, a scenario often encountered in biomedical data. Toward
this, we utilize a non-parametric Bayesian latent factor model, Indian Buffet Process
(IBP), within a Variational Autoencoder (VAE) to model an unbounded number
of mutually independent latent factors and demonstrate its efficacy in biomedical
data like ECG and Skin lesion images. We describe the details in chapter 4. This
chapter contains modified materials from our ICDM-2019 paper entitled “Improving
Disentangled Representation Learning with the Beta-Bernoulli Process” [65].
• We propose a simulated 12-lead ECG dataset procedurally generated with a controlled
set of anatomical generative factors. Since ground truth anatomical factors are gener-
ally not known in clinical ECG, this dataset serves to assess the disentangling ability
of the models for ECG and other non-visual biophysical data. We describe the details
in chapter 4. This portion within chapter 4 contains a modified version from our under
review paper at IEEE Transactions of Biomedical Engineering entitled “Learning to
Disentangle Inter-subject Anatomical Variations in Electrocardiographic Data” [66].
Semi-supervised learning: In this thesis, we primarily look into the challenge of limited
data in the biomedical domain and focus on utilizing a large volume of unlabelled data
to assist the learning from the limited labeled dataset. Toward this, we focus on network
regularization that would encourage the neural function to be smooth. By encouraging
neural function to be smoother, i.e., nearby points and points of the same manifold should
have the same label predictions, we learn the underlying data’s structure from labeled and
unlabeled data. Toward this, we first investigate the regularization effect beyond raw input
data, where we focus on regularization of smoothness exploiting disentangled stochastic
latent space. Second, we dig in for the use of global smoothness to regularize SSL, for which
we focus on: global regularization of smoothness, both over input and latent space, and
enhancing global regularization for SSL by enforcing Lipschitz continuity. We summarized
our contribution as:
• We investigate the effect of disentangled representations in regularizing the network to
promote smoothness. We propose a stacked SSL model that utilizes unsupervised dis-
entangled representation learning as the stochastic embedding for the self-ensembling
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model to improve generalization. We describe the details in chapter 5. This chapter
contains modified materials from our MICCAI-2019 paper entitled “Semi-supervised
Learning by Disentangling and Self-ensembling over Stochastic Latent Space” [64].
• We propose the regularization framework that promotes local and global smoothness
of neural functions by linearly mixing data at both the input and latent space. We use
this regularizer to improve the generalization of the model when the limited dataset
is available. We evaluate our framework on biomedical image datasets. We describe
the details in chapter 6. This chapter contains a modified version from our MICCAI-
2020 paper entitled “Semi-supervised Medical Image Classification with Global Latent
Mixing” [61].
• We use our understanding of mixup-based regularization and its effect on semi-
supervised learning (e.g., from chapter 6) to theoretically establish the connection
between such regularization and the smoothness of the neural function via Lipschitz
smoothness. Further, we propose augmenting explicit Lipschitz regularization to such
mixup-based regularization to improve SSL methods’ generalization. We describe the
details in chapter 7. This chapter contains modified materials from our ICDM-2020
paper entitled “Enhancing Mixup-based Semi-supervised Learning with Explicit Lip-
schitz Regularization” [62].
This dissertation consists of eight chapters, with the current introductory chapter serving as
chapter 1. Chapters 2-7 contain materials from papers published in various peer-reviewed
venues and primarily represent our contributions in this dissertation. Although these chap-
ters serve the common theme of learning from limited labeled data, the underlying techniques
and frameworks are different. Thus, we relegate the related works into each corresponding
chapter where necessary. The outline of these chapters is discussed above. Finally, chapter
8 review the progress made by this dissertation towards learning from limited labeled data
in the biomedical domain and provides future research directions.
Chapter 2
Principles
This chapter introduces the underlying concepts and principles of representation learning,
disentanglement, and regularization, which are necessary to understand the remainder of
the dissertation, and the review of the literature that is related to this thesis. In the first
section of this chapter, we focus on the general idea of representation learning in deep
networks and the tools to achieve such representations. In the second section, we define the
concept of disentanglement, and in the third section, we focus on the network regularization
to achieving better generalization for semi-supervised learning. Finally, we perform a brief
literature survey for the related works.
2.1 Representation Learning
With the surge in deep learning algorithms, there has been increased interest in learning
appropriate representation of the raw data that makes it easier to extract useful features
when constructing predictive models. The specific domain knowledge, although helpful,
is not always feasible and thus, learning with certain generic priors is helpful in design-
ing representation-learning algorithms [18]. Some of the general-purpose priors to guide
representation learning include:
7
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• data is generated by multiple explanatory factors,
• smoothness of the the function to be learned,
• hierarchical organization of explanatory factors, etc.
A good representation is the one that captures the underlying explanatory factors for the
observed data and thus, with use of such representation, learning algorithm can achieve
better generalization. However, unlike a machine learning tasks such as classification, in
representation learning, it is difficult to establish a clear training criterion or objective.
Auto-encoding is one such well-studied algorithms for discovering representations.
2.1.1 Autoencoder
An autoencoder is a learning algorithm that is composed of two parts, an encoder and a
decoder. The output of the encoder represents the representation and the decoder is used
to reconstruct the initial input from the encoder’s representation through the minimization
of cost function. Formally, the encoder is a deterministic1 function fθ that maps an input
x ∈ Rdx to hidden (or latent) representation z ∈ Rdh , parameterized by θ = {W,b}. W is a
weight matrix and b is a bias vector. The resulting hidden representation z is then mapped
back to original input space in a “reconstructed” form x̂ ∈ Rdx as x̂ = gθ′(z), where gθ′ is
parameterized by θ′ = {W′,b′}. Similar to encoder, W′ is a weight matrix and b′ is a bias
vector of the decoder. The parameters of the autoencoder are optimized to minimize the
average reconstruction error:


















where Lr is the reconstruction error such as squared error :
Lr(p, q) = ‖p− q‖2 (2.2)
1In this thesis, we are differentiating Autoencoder with Variational Autoencoder (VAE) (Section
2.1.2) with the nature of the mapping function. The former is deterministic, and the latter is
stochastic.
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or the cross-entropy loss when the final activation layer is the sigmoid (and the inputs are
in [0, 1]):
Lr(p, q) = −
dx∑
i=1
pi log qi + (1− pi) log 1− qi (2.3)
Depending upon the problems and the task we are solving, there are different approach
to regularize the learning of representation in the latent space. For example sparse auto-
encoders encourages sparse representations in the latent space.
2.1.2 Variational Autoencoder
Variational Autoencoder [87][127] is latent variable model which assumes that data x is
generated by latent variable z, which follows a prior distribution of p(z). This process can
be defined as:
z ∼ p(z); x ∼ pθ′(x|z)
Due to the intractability of posterior inference of latent variables, the parameter estimation
of such graphical model is challenging. This has been tackled by using stochastic gradient
variational bayes (SGVB) [87] framework. Here, the proposal distribution qθ(z|x) is used to
approximate the true posterior p(z|x) using variational inference. Combining this inference
network qθ(z|x) with a generative network pθ′(x|z) would resemble autoencoding architec-
ture and thus has been known as variational autoencoder. As such, the objective of VAE is
to maximize the following variational lower bound with respect to parameters θ and θ′:
log p(x) ≥ L = Eqθ(z|x)[log pθ′(x|z)]−KL(qθ(z|x)||p(z)) (2.4)
where the first term can be considered as a data reconstruction term (similar to Lr of section
2.1.1), and the second a regularization term that constrains the learned potential density
qθ(z|x) by a prior p(z) (isotropic Gaussian) via a Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence measure.
In practice, both qθ(z|x) and pθ′(x|z) are assumed to be Gaussian.
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2.2 Disentanglement
In representation learning literature, it has been argued at length and empirically demon-
strated that disentangled representations is helpful for generalization of downstream tasks
[19, 73, 74, 75]. A disentangled representation can be defined as one where single or group
of units in the latent space are sensitive to changes in single generative factors, which being
relatively invariant to changes in other factors [26].
Consider a setup where the data x are generated by the generative distribution p(x|z)
involving a set of latent variables z from k independent sources z1,...,zk. The generative
model takes the following form:
p(x, z) = p(x|z)
∏
i p(zi)
Disentanglement learning aims to find a representation with independent components such
that a change in one component corresponds to the change in a single dimension of z.
For, other formal definition of disentanglement, readers are referred to [73]. Most of the
state-of-the-art approaches for unsupervised disentanglement learning are based on the rep-
resentations learned by variational autoencoders (VAEs) [87], and generative adversarial
networks (GANs) [51].
2.3 Regularization
In machine learning, regularization is a set of techniques that can prevent over-fitting of the
function to the training data and, thus, improve generalization. Formally, we usually aim to
build a mapping function from input space X to output space Y. Let H(X ,Y) denote the
space of all such functions. Given the model H, the objective of learning is to find a member
function H ∈ H, which, for each entity x ∈ X , returns a predictive distribution that puts
the highest probability on finding ground truth function and thus, increases generalization.
The objective of learning is usually an optimization of a well-defined loss function L(H)
overall H in the space of H
H∗ = arg min
H∈H
L(H) (2.5)
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However, it is commonly known that when the space of H is large, or when the model is
very complex (e.g., deep networks), the model tends to overfit and generalize poorly. The
primary technique for preventing this is regularization which effectively reduces the model
capacity or the space of H. Although the concept of regularization applies to all forms of
learning, in this thesis, we are primarily interested in learning with limited labeled data.
Thus, the regularization’s effect is even more critical. Inspired by [58], we categorize the
regularization into two categories: data-dependent and data-independent.
Data-dependent regularization
Data-dependent regularization imposes constraints on H with respect to the training data
D. Data-augmentation is a well-known technique in this category. It has been shown that
data-augmentation alone can easily adapt to different neural network architectures and the
amount of training data to improve generalization [72]. Another example that is of particular
interest to this dissertation includes mixup [165]. Mixup considers a pair of feature-target
vectors (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) drawn randomly, and produce a virtual feature-target vector:
x̃ = λx1 + (1− λ)x2,
ỹ = λy1 + (1− λ)y2
where λ ∼ Beta(α, α) ∈ [0, 1]. The virtual dataset Dv := {(x̃i, ỹi)}mi=1 created in this manner
encourages the corresponding member function H to behave linearly.
Data-independent regularization
On the other hand, data-independent regularization directly imposes a constraint on the
functions H ∈ H without relying on the training data. Weight-decay regularization (L2-
norm constraint) and dropout [139] are examples of data-independent regularization com-
monly used while learning with deep neural networks. In this dissertation, we are interested
in the regularization that enforces smoothness of the neural function. It is one of the critical
assumptions commonly exploited in semi-supervised learning. Various consistency-based
regularization promoting smoothness of the neural function have improved generalization
and stability of SSL models [93]. This dissertation has explored some of the state-of-the-art
consistency-based regularization methods and extended them for biomedical applications.
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Furthermore, we also investigate principled framework to regularize some notion of smooth-
ness of the function’s hypothesis class. One such framework concerning this dissertation is
Lipschitz smoothness. When the gradient of a function is Lipschitz continuous, such func-
tion is considered to be smooth. Formally, a differential function f : X → Y is Lipschitz
smooth with constant L > 0 if its derivatives are Lipschitz continuous:





In general, we are interested in building a computer model to automatically predict the
condition from the biomedical data. Toward this, we consider the problem of localizing the
origin of ventricular activation from the 12-lead ECG. Ventricular tachycardia (VT) involves
abnormal electrical activation in the lower chambers of the heart (ventricles) [140]. These
abnormal origins of activation may exist in structurally healthy hearts giving rise to focal
arrhythmia patterns, or serve as an exit from a narrow strand of surviving tissue inside
the myocardial scar and form reentrant ”short” circuits as illustrated in Fig. 3.1A [117]. In
either case, an important treatment to terminate and prevent the future recurrence of VT
is to destroy the abnormal origin of ventricular activation by radiofrequency ablation, as
illustrated in Fig. 3.1B. To localize this target for ablation, a widely accepted principle is
that the origin of ventricular activation largely determines the QRS morphology in 12-lead
electrocardiograms (ECGs) [117]. Based on this principle, a standard clinical procedure used
to identify VT ablation targets – known as pace-mapping – involves electrically stimulating
(i.e., pacing) different sites of the heart point by point, until locating the site at which pacing
reproduces the QRS morphology of the VT on all 12 ECG leads [140]. This practice is of
13
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Figure 3.1: Schematics of a VT reentry circuit. A: An electrical ”short circuit” travels and
exits through narrow strands of surviving tissue inside the scar tissue to depolarize the rest
of the ventricles. B: Ablation procedure that cuts off this ”short circuit” by blocking its
exit from the scar tissue.
a ”trial-and-error” nature, requiring extensive invasive catheter maneuvers and prolonging
procedural time, especially when there are multiple origins of VT to locate in the same
heart.
A computer model to automatically localize the origin of ventricular activation from 12-lead
ECG can be used to guide the clinicians to the potential ablation targets in real time, which
can be expected to reduce the duration and improve the efficacy of ablation procedures. To
automate this prediction, however, a significant challenge arises from inter-subject anatom-
ical variations that can modify the expected surface ECG patterns for a given arrhythmia
origin [117]. Examples include general geometrical variations such as the location and ori-
entation of the heart about the chest wall, the shape of the body torso, and the positioning
of surface ECG leads. Examples also include disease-specific structural remodeling of the
heart such as the presence, extent, and spatial distribution of scar tissue. Existing works, ac-
cordingly, can be divided into two categories: patient-specific models, and population-based
models.
Patient-specific models are learned from ECG data for each patient, thereby removing the
challenge of inter-subject anatomical variations in the data. It is, however, difficult to collect
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a large amount of pace-mapping data on each patient. To overcome this lack of patient-
specific training data, recent work explored training a localization model from image-based
patient-specific simulation data [125, 160], or transfer and adapt the knowledge from sim-
ulation data to the real data [4, 49]. However, these approaches require patient-specific
anatomical data that are not routinely available in patients undergoing pace-mapping pro-
cedures. Population-based models, on the contrary, are learned from pace-mapping ECG
data from a group of patients [132, 164]. None of these methods, however, addressed the
presence of inter-subject variations in ECG data. As a result, they often report limited
accuracy when applied to new patients.
To bridge this gap, we propose a population-based deep network that learns to separate
inter-subject variations from the typical relationship between QRS complexes and origins
of ventricular activation. Our work is motivated by a general challenge in machine learning
that has gained increasing traction: how to learn a task-relevant representation that is in-
variant to other generative factors in the data? In [146], a bilinear model was presented to
capture sufficiently expressive representations of factors of variations in the data, demon-
strated in separating handwriting styles from the content when recognizing handwritten
digits. In [39] and [126], restricted Boltzman machine was used to model multiplicative
interactions between latent factors of variation, separating identity from emotion [39] or ex-
pression from pose [126] in facial images. In [129], an autoencoder was trained to separate
the discriminative and non-discriminant features for facial expression recognition, assuming
orthogonality between the two types of, w features and discarding the latter in expression
recognition. Most recently, [34] proposed a deep autoencoder that learns hidden factors
of variation under a supervised cost. These existing works, however, mostly considered
image-based applications and rarely investigated disentangling for sequential data. While
recurrent neural networks (RNNs) such as Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks
have been increasingly used for ECG-based machine learning tasks because of their ability
to handle long-term dependency [100], [163], to our knowledge, disentangled representation
learning using sequential networks have not been explored for ECG signals.
In this work, we present a novel sequential deep framework to explicitly separate the factors
of variation within time-series ECG data when learning to predict the origin of ventric-
ular activation. The overall concept is a sequential autoencoder augmented with a con-
trastive regularization for decomposing the raw ECG signal into two latent representation:
individual-level variations and the common factor in QRS complex that relates to the origin
of ventricular activation. We realize the proposed concept of factor-disentangling sequential
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Figure 3.2: (A) A diagram of a basic RNN cell. (B) A diagram of a basic LSTM cell. (C)
A diagram of a basic GRU cell. (D) Illustration of the Sequential Autoencoder (SAE). (E)
The proposed two-way factored Sequential Autoencoder (f-SAE).
autoencoder using both the commonly used LSTM and the recently proposed Gated Re-
current Unit (GRU). We evaluated the presented methods on an ECG dataset with 1012
distinct pacing sites collected from 39 scar-related VT patients during routine pace-mapping
procedures. To demonstrate the effect of removing inter-subject variations on localizing the
origin of ventricular activation, we benchmarked the presented methods with three different
baselines: regression using prescribed QRS features, standard sequential autoencoders, and
supervised deep CNN.
3.2 Factorized Sequential Autoencoder
Our primary motivation is to separate the factor of variations while learning the abstract
task-relevant representation from the data. The success of such separation depends on data
representation on different hierarchy [18], naturally motivating the use of deep networks.
Furthermore, given the temporal nature of ECG data, RNN is a natural choice for learning
their latent representations.
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3.2.1 Preliminary: Recurrent Neural Networks (LSTM & GRU)
RNNs (Figure 3.2(A)) are suitable for capturing relationships among sequential data xt
(defined in 3.2.2) using a recurrent hidden state whose activation at each time is dependent
on that of the previous time. The hidden state of such network is updated as:
ht = g(Wxt + Uht−1) (3.1)
where g is a (pointwise) activation function, ht is the hidden state at time t and W,U are the
parameters to be learned. We omit the bias terms from all the presented RNN structures for
brevity. It has been showed [21] that RNNs expressed in (3.1) have difficulties in capturing
long-term dependencies because of vanishing or exploding gradients. To address this chal-
lenge, two particular models, LSTM [76] and GRU [13] have been proposed. As illustrated
in Figure 3.2(B), LSTM realizes equation (3.1) by the following set of computations:
ct = ft  ct−1 + it  c̃t (3.2)
c̃t = g(Wcxt + Ucht−1) (3.3)
ht = ot  g(ct) (3.4)
where c refers to the cell state, responsible for internal memory state, it, ft and ot denote,
respectively, the input, forget and output gating signals at time t. The gating signals are
expressed as:
it = σ(Wixt + Uiht−1) (3.5)
ft = σ(Wfxt + Ufht−1) (3.6)
ot = σ(Woxt + Uoht−1) (3.7)
where σ is the logistic sigmoid function and Wk, Uk with k ∈ {c, i, f, o} are the parameters
to be learned for the three gates and memory cell. The parameters space is increased four
folds from the simple RNN expressed in equation (3.1).
Alternatively, recently proposed GRU performs the computation as illustrated in Figure
3.2(C):
ht = (1− st) ht−1 + st  h̃t (3.8)
h̃t = g(Whxt + Uh(rt  ht−1)) (3.9)
where two gates st and rt at time t is expressed as:
st = σ(Wsxt + Usht−1) (3.10)
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rt = σ(Wrxt + Urht−1) (3.11)
GRU and LSTM are related as both are utilizing a gating mechanism to prevent the gradient
related problems. In comparison, the GRU unit controls the flow of information without
having to use a memory unit like LSTM, resulting in a smaller number of parameters.
LSTMs, on the other hand, in theory, may remember more extended sequences than GRUs
due to the presence of internal memory mechanism. For more detailed comparisons between
these two sequence learners and other variants, we refer readers to [35] [41]. Here we will
consider and compare the use of both LSTM and GRU in the presented factor-disentangling
sequential autoencoders.
3.2.2 Sequential Autoencoder (SAE)
The sequential autoencoder learns representations from sequential data in an unsuper-
vised manner. In this study, as shown in Figure 3.2(D), from an input sequence x =
[x1, ...,xT] ∈ Rd×T , an LSTM or GRU network first obtains an embedded sequence repre-
sentation z̃ ∈ Rk̃×T where k̃ < d. This matrix is then reshaped into a single k̃T × 1 vector
by row concatenation and input into non-linear MLPs (multi-layer perceptrons) to obtain a
vector latent representation z. Note that different strategies can be considered while taking
the output of RNN encoders. As an example, in sequence-to-sequence learning [142], the
output of the last sequential unit of the RNN encoder is used as the input for the decoding
network. Here, in comparison, the non-linear MLP is used for a stronger global aggregation
of information from all the temporal aspects of the input sequence. The resulting latent
representation z is then fed to non-linear MLPs, symmetrical to the ones used in the en-
coder, to obtain a k̃ · T × 1 vector which is reshaped into a matrix z̃ ∈ Rk̃×T by forming a
row from every k̃ elements. Finally, a LSTM or GRU decoder, symmetrical to the sequence
encoder, is used to “reconstruct” an output sequence y = [y1, ...,yT] ∈ Rd×T .
We denote the overall encoding process by Fθ(x) parameterized by θ, and the overall de-
coding process by Gθ′(z) parameterized by θ′.
The parameters θ and θ′ are optimized by minimizing the average reconstruction error over
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n training examples:



























where Lr is the loss function, such as mean square errors and cross entropy functions, which
could be optimized using stochastic gradient descent.
3.2.3 Factorized Sequential Autoencoder (f-SAE)
Although disentangling factor of variations in the data is often considered as a natural
ability of deep networks [20], without specific design, the extent of disentangling that can
be achieved could be limited [2]. Specifically, for the framework of autoencoders, latent
representations z learned by minimizing the reconstruction loss ||y−x||22 does not guarantee
disentanglement of factors of variations in the data [17]. Given a bijective function f(·)1,
the same reconstruction error can be obtained by replacing the encoder function F by f ◦F
and decoder function G by G ◦ f−1. Initially, the reconstruction loss will force decoder
function G to learn roughly the inverse of encoder function F , even though F is initially a
random mapping (weights are randomly initialized). All of this can remain true even when
the reconstruction loss is 0 as the network approximates the corresponding encoding and
decoding function. This, however, does not necessarily imply that different dimensions of
latent representation are individually meaningful since any bijective function could entangle
the representation while keeping the reconstruction the same. The projection space of the
encoding function can be any transformations but lacks incentive for any dimension of that
encoding to have any particular causal meaning. This motivates us to design objective
functions to explicitly encourage the disentangling of factors of variations in the data.
In this work, we propose that the encoding process Fθ(x) can be used to map the input
data to two different latent representations, z1 and z2, that represent different generative
factors within the data (Figure 3.2(E)). Formally, from an input sequence x ∈ Rd×T , similar
to section 3.2.2, the encoder first obtains a sequence representation z̃ ∈ Rk̃×T which is then
reshaped into a single vector by row concatenation. This vector representation is used as
1Not to be confused with the forget gate of LSTM as expressed in Equation (3.6)
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. In the application of localizing the origin of ventricular activation, z1 represents
the common relationship between the origins of ventricular activation and QRS data, and
z2 represents other individual-level physiological and pathological variations that modify
the ECG data. We make the following fundamental assumptions. For QRS data originating
from nearby locations, the location representation z1 should be similar regardless of the
data are collected from the same patient; otherwise, z1 should be different. On the other
hand, for QRS data from the same patient, the patient-level variation representation z2
should be similar regardless of the origin of activation. Importantly, for QRS data from
different patients, we do not make any assumption on the similarity between the embedded
z2 considering our absence of knowledge about the similarity among the anatomical and
other relevant physiological factors among patients. This factorized embedding will be
realized by a a contrastive loss which requires a pair-wise comparison of the factorized
representations learned by SAE [67]. Training pairsXp = (x(i),x(j)) are randomly generated
from the training data ensuring different beats from the same pacing location are not paired




z2 is 1 if QRS data pair is from the
same patient, and 0 otherwise; epz1 is 1 if QRS data pair originates from the same ventricular

























where β is an empirically determined margin. This contrastive loss is added as a weakly-
supervised regularization term to the standard reconstruction loss (equation (3.12) of the
sequential autoencoder, giving rise to the overall objective function:
L(Xp) = Lr(X
P ) + αLf (X
p) (3.14)
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Figure 3.3: Supervised fine-tuning network using the learned parameters from the f -SAE
(light blue) for the localization of the origin of VT in the form of classification or regression
task.
where α is the weight given to the contrastive regularization. The training architecture of
the proposed f-SAE is a siamese architecture which consists of two copies of the encoding
mapping Fθ and two copies of decoding mapping Gθ′ which share the same set of parameters,
respectively, θ and θ′, and the objective function (3.14). The paired input signals (x(i),x(j))







12)} and the pairs of reconstructed input signals (y(i),y(j)). The loss function of
(3.14) combines these outputs to generate scalar loss. The parameters θ and θ′ are optimized
using stochastic gradient-based optimization methods such as SGD, RMSprop, or ADAM
[86]. Our experimental results were obtained using ADAM.
3.3 Supervised fine-tuning
The parameters of the deep networks trained in a weakly-supervised manner, as described
in section 3.2.3, are fine-tuned to a supervised training criterion. The encoder of the trained
f-SAE is used during the fine-tuning procedure. In specific, the parameters involved only in
the encoding process for z1 is considered, since z1 is the representation used to localize the
origin of ventricular activation. The schematic of the fine-tuning network is presented in
Figure 3.3. We consider localization in two settings: localization into one of ten pre-defined
ventricular segments in the form of a classification task, and prediction of the 3D x-y-z
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coordinates in the form of a regression task. In the classification task, the classifier network
fc(z1) is created by adding a one-layer MLP to convert the learned representation z1 ∈ Rk
1
to a prediction m ∈ RL that corresponds to the probability of the input belonging to each
of the L pre-defined ventricular segments. The f-SAE encoder Fθ(x) and the classification









where mcn,: represents the ground truth label and N represents the total number of the
training data.
Similarly, for the coordinate prediction task, the regression network fr(z1) is created by
adding a one-layer MLP to convert the learned representation z1 ∈ Rk
1
to a prediction
m ∈ R3 that corresponds to the 3D x-y-z coordinates of the origin of ventricular activation.
The f-SAE encoder Fθ(x) and the regression network fr(z1) is trained by minimizing the









For both supervised task, to avoid overfitting, both implicit regularization in the form of
early stopping and explicit regularization in the form of dropout [139] are used. In early
stopping, model validation is performed in each training epoch to stop training if the model
prediction no longer improves on the held-out validation data set. In case of dropout, during
training, model neglects (drop) some hidden units with probability p and during testing,
all of the hidden units are used to calculate the network output, resembling an ensemble
learning approach.
3.4 Clinical Experiments
Experimental data and data processing
Experimental data were collected from routine pace-mapping procedures on 39 patients who
underwent ablation of scar-related VT. Study protocols were approved by the Nova Scotia
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Figure 3.4: [Best viewed in color] The triangulated left ventricular (LV) endocardial surface
on which all pacing sites are projected. The pacing sites for train, validation and test set
are shown with different colors.
(A) (B) (C)
Figure 3.5: Training data distribution in bar diagrams. (A): Number of samples in each
segment ID. (B): Number of unique patients in each segment ID. (C): Number of unique
values along each of the x-, y-, and z-axes.
Health Authority Research Ethics Board. The database includes 15-second 12-lead ECG
recordings produced from 1012 distinctive pacing sites on the left-ventricular (LV) endo-
cardium, where the 3D coordinates of all pacing sites were identified on an electroanatomic
mapping system (CARTO3, Biosense Webster Inc., Irvine, CA).
All ECG data were processed for noise removal and baseline correction using an open-
source software2. As illustrated in Figure 3.6, QRS complexes were manually extracted by
student trainees to avoid motion artifacts, ectopic beats, and non-capture beats. Each QRS
2https://github.com/CBLRIT/ECG-Viewer
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Figure 3.6: (Left) Illustration of experimental data and processing, in which 15-second ECG
recordings are pre-processed for extraction of a successfully-paced QRS complex. (Right)
The final input data for prediction represented as sequence of 12x100 (i.e. 12 leads x QRS
beat).
Figure 3.7: (A) Schematics of the 10-segment division of the left ventricle. (B)-(D)
Visualization of distribution of the ten segments on the LV endocardial surface model in
three different views.
complex, acquired initially at 1024 Hz frequency, was down-sampled to 100 dimension in
time. Because many quality beats can be extracted from each ECG recording, we obtain
in-total 16848 QRS complexes, each with 100× 12 in dimension.
Each QRS complex was associated with a label of the spatial location of the pacing site
exported from the CARTO3 system. These CARTO3 coordinates were processed in two
ways as described in [131], using a common LV endocardial surface model as shown in
Figure 3.4. This endocardial model was derived from the necropsy specimen of a normal
human heart and comprised 275 triangles in the surface mesh. Each pacing site from the
CARTO data was inspected and associated with one of the 275 triangles, and the center
of the triangle was used to represent the label of x-y-z coordinate for each QRS complex
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for regression purpose. Second, the endocardial surface model was further divided into ten
ventricular segments as defined in [164]: the nomenclature of these segments is provided in
Figure 3.7(A) and their distribution on the endocardial surface is visualized in Figure 3.7(B)-
(D). Each of the pacing sites was then assigned into one of the ten ventricular segments,
generating a label of segment ID for each QRS complex for classification purpose.
We test the presented f-SAE for both regressing the 3D coordinates or classifying the segment
ID of the pacing site using the QRS complex in ECG data. The accuracy of the predicted
3D coordinates is measured by its Euclidean distance (in millimeter) to the coordinate label.
For segment classification, the accuracy is measured by correctly predicting the segment ID
of the pacing site.
Model training, testing, and comparison
The entire dataset is split into training (10292 beats from 22 patients), validation (3017
beats from 5 patients), and test sets (3539 beats from 12 patients) making sure that the
data from the same patient are not shared between any two sets. The presented f-SAE
models are compared with three alternative models as detailed below:
• f-SAE (presented): We tested the following f-SAE architecture with both GRU
and LSTM units. The sequential encoder with two hidden layers (output temporal
dimensions of 8) is followed by two fully-connected layers, respectively with dimensions
500 and 50, before the latent representation is factorized into two components as
described in section 3.2.3. The decoder then concatenates the factored representations
and passes it through two fully-connected layers. The output is then reshaped and
moved into the sequential decoder with two hidden layers. All the dimensions of layers
of the decoder network are set mirroring the hidden layers of the encoder network.
Finally, one extra fully-connected layer, without any activation is used to reconstruct
the input signal. This choice is made because tanh activation – commonly used in
LSTM and GRU networks – would squash the output into [-1, 1], an undesirable effect
for the ECG data used in our experiments.
• SAE: The architecture of the SAE is identical to that of the f-SAE except that there
is no factorization of the latent representation at the end of the encoder. Similar to
the case of f-SAE, the encoder is fine-tuned along with a linear classifier for segment
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classification, and a linear regression model for coordinate prediction.
• CNN: Given the success of supervised CNNs in a wide variety of tasks including ECG-
based analyses, we also compared the presented methods with a specific supervised
CNN model. Our design choice is inspired by recent work reported in [160], where
CNN is used for premature ventricular contraction (PVC) localization from 12-lead
ECG. The CNN takes in the input signal as 1x12x100 and consists of three blocks
of convolution layers with the following structure: Dropout d [139], 2d convolution
layer with input channel cip and output channel cop of kernel size (kw, kh), batch
normalization layer [78], ReLU [108] activation and pooling layer of 2d max pool
with window size (winw, winh) and stride of (sw, sh). Three convolution layers are
designed with d = {0.2, 0.5, 0.5}, (cip, cop) = {(1,32), (32, 24), (24, 12)}, (kw, kh)
= {(3,5), (3, 3), (1, 2)}, batch normalization only in first and second CNN block,
(winw, winh) = {(1,2), (1, 2), (1, 1)} and (sw, sh) = {(2,2), (1, 1), (1, 1)}. These
CNN blocks are followed by two fully connected neural networks with hidden units =
{200, h}, where h is 10 for segment classification and 3 for coordinate prediction.
• QRS integral (QRSi): As a baseline, we also included a linear model using commonly-
used prescribed features of 120-ms QRS-integrals [132], calculated as the 120-ms time-
integral of the QRS complex using the standard trapezoidal rule.
Hyper-parameters for all models, such as learning rate and the margin value β (equation
3.13) and weight value α (equation 3.14) in the presented methods, are selected based on
their performance on the validation set. The dropout, with probability p = 0.5, is used
during the fine-tuning as presented in 3.3. All the models were implemented using PyTorch
[118].
Quantitative prediction results
Table 3.1 presents the accuracy of coordinate prediction and segment classification by the
presented model f-SAE compared against the three other models. In predicting coordinates,
compared with the use of prescribed QRSi as input features, the use of deep networks in the
form of supervised CNN improved the prediction accuracy by approximately 1 millimeter.
While the use of SAE (both GRU and LSTM) was able to achieve higher performance than
QRSi-based localization, it was not able to improve upon the prediction capability of the
supervised CNN. In comparison, using the presented f-SAE, a significant improvement can
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Model/Task Coordinate Prediction (in mm) Classification (in %)
QRSi 15.09±0.20 47.35
CNN 14.02±0.22 54.79
SAE (LSTM) 14.63±0.22 52.16
SAE (GRU) 14.44±0.20 51.14
f-SAE (LSTM) 13.14±0.23 53.29
f-SAE (GRU) 12.84±0.22 56.29
Table 3.1: Coordinate prediction accuracy and segment classification of the two
presented models versus the three comparison methods as described in section 3.4.
For coordinate prediction, we report a mean error (in millimeters) and its 95%
confidence interval. For segment classification, we report the percentage of correctly
classified segments. All results are reported on a separately held-out test set.
be seen with both GRU and LSTM. In particular, GRU based f-SAE was able to improve the
localization prediction performance by approximately 2 12 millimeters against the prescribed
QRSi-based approach and 1 12 millimeters against the supervised CNN. Figure 3.8 shows
three examples of true pacing sites compared with the predicted location using the presented
as well as three comparison methods.
As a further investigation into the model performance, we list the prediction accuracy in
each of the x, y, and z-axis in the 3D coordinate, as shown in Table 3.2 for the presented
f-SAE. As we can quickly notice, the error of prediction on the z-axis is more significant than
those on the x- and y-axis. This can be explained by the distribution of the pacing points on
the dataset. There are only 15 unique values along the z-axis among the pacing sites in the
training set, compared to 89 and 105 unique values along the x- and y-axis. Furthermore,
the pacing sites are distributed throughout 66 millimeters along the z-axis, more extensive
compared to the span along the x- and y-axis (36 and 46 millimeters, respectively).
Regarding segment classification, similar to coordinate prediction task, we see consistent
improvement as we go from feature-based approaches to deep network and further improve-
ment is observed with presented f-SAE as shown in Table 3.1. In Figure 3.9, we show the
confusion matrix for segment classification from the presented f-SAE (GRU) model. As we
can notice, the main confusion is between segments 7, 8 and 9 corroborated by the training
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Figure 3.8: Three examples of true pacing sites and the predicted locations using
the presented methods and the three comparison methods as described in 3.4. For
brevity, actual and predicted sites are zoomed-in.
Coordinate axis x y z
(in mm) (in mm) (in mm)
f-SAE (LSTM) 5.09 4.80 9.16
f-SAE (GRU) 5.41 4.81 8.69
Table 3.2: Coordinate prediction accuracy for each coordinate axis. We report the
mean error (Euclidean distance in millimeters) in the separately held-out test set.
data distribution of the number of samples. Besides, origins in segment 3 also tend to be
confused with other segments. To further understand the difficulty in localizing the origin
of ventricular activation from different anatomical segments of the heart, we present in Ta-
ble 3.3 the average coordinate prediction error made by the presented f-SAE (GRU) model
within each segment. As shown, the accuracy of coordinate prediction also appeared to
differ among different segments, with relatively lower accuracy in segments 2, 3, 8, 9, and
10, similar to the observation draws from the confusion matrix.
To further understand the relation between the segment classification and coordinate pre-
diction tasks, we approximated the average surface area of the ten segments to be 8.4 cm2
and a corresponding average radius of approximately 16 mm (assuming circular shape) on
the given endocardial surface model. Interestingly, this radius is larger than the average
error obtained by the coordinate prediction model. This is potentially because many of the
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Figure 3.9: The confusion matrix for segment classification for the f-SAE (GRU) model.
pacing sites in the test set were located close to the boundary of the segments, as illustrated
in Fig. 3.10, in which scenario an incorrect classification can be made even though the dis-
tance error is small. Quantitatively, among all the test-set samples incorrectly classified by
the presented f-SAE (GRU) model (n = 1547), on 48% of them (n = 745) the true segment
was correctly classified by the second most probable prediction while the first most probable
prediction was located in the immediate neighboring segment to the true segment. This is
Figure 3.10: Visualization of the distribution of pacing sites in the held-out test set (white
dots) on the endocardial surface model in two different views. The red curve is manually
drawn to demonstrate that many test set samples are located near segment boundaries.
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Segment Coordinate Segment Coordinate
number prediction name prediction
(in mm) (in mm)
1 10.296 6 10.574
2 15.021 7 12.986
3 15.174 8 14.388
4 10.306 9 13.200
5 10.323 10 14.130
Table 3.3: Average coordinate prediction errors by the presented f-SAE (GRU)
model within each pre-defined LV segment, evaluated on the held-out test set.
consistent with our previous findings [4] and suggests that the accuracy of segment classifi-
cation may be improved by incorporating the spatial relation between ventricular segments
in the classification model.
In both tasks of coordinate prediction and segment classification, the highest training ac-
curacy – following early-stopping using the validation set – is obtained by the CNN: a
prediction error of 6.04 ±0.10 mm for coordinate prediction, and a classification accuracy
of 76.04% for segment classification in specific. In comparison the presented f-SAE (GRU)
obtains 10.97 ±0.12 mm and 67.83%, SAE (GRU) obtains 9.64 ±0.13 mm and 69.16%, and
QRSi-based method obtains 13.71 ±0.17 mm and 52.60%, respectively in coordinate predic-
tion and segment classification during training following early-stopping using the validation
set. This suggests that CNN was not able to generalize as well as the presented methods to
data from unseen patients.
Analyzing disentanglement
To gain further insight into the effect of factor disentangling, we analyze to which extent
we can use each of the learned representation z1 and z2 to classify the origin of ventricular
activation as well as the patient ID. The results are presented in Table 3.4: as shown, the
patient-specific factor z2 is much better in associating with different patient IDs compared
to z1, while z1 is better at localizing the origin of ventricular activation.
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Table 3.4: Classification accuracy (in %) when one factor is used to classify the label
of its own as well as the other factor. The results involving patient-specific factor
z2 is reported on train set because no patients are shared between datasets.
Besides, we demonstrate the ability to swap the encoded representations to generate different
signals in Figure 3.11. Note that, by swapping z1 (which is learned to represent the origins
of ventricular activation) between a pair of signals, the critical morphology in specific leads
(e.g. the amplitude and duration of the R wave of the aVR lead, represented by red color)
is transferred.
3.5 Discussion
While the presented disentangling of inter-subject variations improved the generalization of
ECG-based localization of the origin of ventricular activation in the new patients, the overall
performance obtained by the different approaches tested – including the state-of-the-art
CNN architecture – was limited (Table 3.1). This was especially true for the segmentation
classification task. This may be attributed to several challenges that will be discussed below.
Relation to existing works
This chapter extends the ideas of our initial works presented in [30, 60]. The primary exten-
sion is made with the novel factorizing sequential deep framework, yielding an improvement
of more than 1% in segment classification. Furthermore, while the high-level features in our
previous works were learned through greedy layer-wise pre-training, here we increased the
depth of both the encoder and decoder. This decision is made as the single joint optimiza-
tion of global reconstruction objective seems to allow more natural convergence compared to
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Figure 3.11: The encoded representation, z1 and z2, from two ECG signals (left) are
swapped to generate the signals (right) for two different cases (A) and (B).
stacked-autoencoders with multiple local reconstruction objectives. Finally, in this work, we
also examined the presented disentangled autoencoder with widely used CNN architecture.
The challenge of data acquisition
First and foremost, while the paced ECG data set considered in this work is large by
the clinical standard considering the invasive nature of the acquisition process, it is quite
moderate compared with data sets commonly used for deep learning in domains such as
computer vision. In particular, the disentanglement of inter-subject variations was learned
from only a training set of 22 patients. Furthermore, the collected pacing sites on each
patient typically covered only a local region of the myocardium of interest to the clinicians
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( i.e., in and around the region of the scar), resulting in an imbalance in training and the
test set distribution. This is evident in the analysis of localization accuracy along each of
the x-y-z axis: the larger span of values along the z-axis together with the smaller number
of samples contributed to a reduced performance in predicting along the z-axis compared to
the other two axes. Future work will investigate the presented methods on a more extensive
set of data, through our continued effort in data collection as well as the exploration of
transfer learning approaches utilizing related public ECG data sets.
The effect and challenge of registration
The location of the pacing sites in the experimental data considered in this work were
identified on an electroanatomic mapping system (CARTO3) that measures electrical signals
on a spatial location in the heart along with its 3D coordinate. The coordinate system used
by the CARTO3 system, however, is specific to each patient. To pool data from all patients,
therefore, it is necessary to register all the pacing sites to a common heart model. For the
data used in this work, this was done via a semi-qualitative process as described in [131]
and briefly summarized in section III-A. This introduced unknown registration errors that
may have affected the result of the presented prediction models. In our ongoing collection of
new pace-mapping data, efforts are made to collect both CARTO mapping and tomographic
imaging (e.g., CT) data whenever possible to allow more quantitative registration processes
as well as the evaluation of registration errors in our future work.
While the regression of 3D coordinates presents a more difficult task due to the aforemen-
tioned challenge of registration, we believe that it complements segment-based classification
by providing continuous localization that can potentially meet the clinical need of a lo-
calization accuracy of 5-10 mm (size of ablation catheters). Given the ongoing effort in
registering CARTO and other tomographic images [3], we envision that a prediction model
of 3D coordinates can be accommodated into clinical practice when integrated with pre-
and intra-procedural registration software such as CARTOMerge (Biosense Webster Inc.,
Diamond Bar, CA, USA).
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The challenge of myocardial scar tissue
The presence of fibrosis or scar tissue in the myocardium – which is typical for the patient
group of reentrant VT – will affect the electrical activation pattern. This will in turn
influence the QRS pattern on the ECG, constituting a significant challenge for machine
learning approaches to localize the origin of activation from ECG data. This was studied
in detail via a 3D simulation study in [50]. In this study, we are motivated to address
this challenge by using deep representation learning to disentangle this factor of variations,
along with other geometrical factors that affect the ECG morphology such as the position
and orientation of the heart, the size, and shape of the thorax, and the positioning of the
surface electrodes. This is a challenging problem given that there is a large variety of factors
of variations that contribute to the ECG data through a complex process that is difficult
to characterize precisely. Future work utilizing simulation studies such as that presented
in [50] may provide better insight into how to correctly separate the effect of these factors
from the machine learning models for localizing the origin of electrical activation in the
heart. This may also help the development of machine learning models that can incorporate
imaging data, such as patient-specific scar characteristics and geometrical parameters, for
more accurate localization of the origin of electrical activation.
The effect of the location of activation origin
In this study, the presented models performed differently in localizing the origin of ven-
tricular activation in different segments of the heart, as suggested by both the confusion
matrix of the segment classification model and the within-segment coordinate prediction
errors obtained by the regression model. This may be due to several different reasons.
First, as shown in Fig. 3.5, the distribution of training data can be expected to play a
significant role in the performance of the machine learning model: regions with less or more
narrowly distributed training data are expected to be more challenging to localize. This
challenge can be overcome by a future effort to balance the data distribution throughout
the ventricles during clinical data acquisition, utilizing simulation data that allows virtually
complete coverage of the ventricles in data generation [4], or specialized techniques for
balancing the data set before training a machine learning model [37].
Second, because electrical information at different regions of the heart contributes differently
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to ECG depending on their relative position to surface electrodes, origins from some regions
of the heart may be less captured in the 12-lead ECG. Similar observations were made
in the atria in a recent study [44], where ectopic foci in certain regions of the atria make
more significant contributions to the body surface potential maps. Furthermore, as recently
reported in [45], electrical activation originated from some regions of the atria may produce
very similar ECG patterns on the body surface. A similar phenomenon can be expected for
the ventricles, which may further suggest that origins in some regions of the heart are more
difficult to localize than others.
Finally, in the presented model for segment classification, the spatial relationship between
the segments was ignored. In previous work [4], it has been found that it is common for a
model to predict a site of origin to a segment next to that with the true label. To overcome
this, future work may consider a hierarchical classification task that considers the spatial
relationship among the anatomical segments of the ventricles at different resolutions.
The potential of using Electrocardiographic imaging
In this study, we primarily focused on ECG use to localize the origin of ventricular activa-
tion. But it has been argued that although the 12-lead ECG is fundamental for assessing
heart diseases, it cannot always reveal the underlying mechanism or the location of the
arrhythmia origin [120]. Alternatively, electrocardiographic imaging (ECGi), a non-invasive
multi-lead ECG-type imaging tool, has seen a recent upsurge from both research and in-
dustry communities due to its potential for clinical application in diagnosis and treatment
planning of cardiac arrhythmias, including atrial fibrillation and VT [46, 48]. In specific,
there is evidence from previous studies (e.g., [155] [153]) that suggests that ECGi can be
used to provide diagnostic insights regarding the location of arrhythmia origin. Future work
could involve the combination of the 12-lead ECG-based methods and ECGi methods.
3.6 Conclusion
This work presents a novel sequential factorized autoencoder for disentangling inter-subject
variations during localization of the origin of ventricular activation from 12-lead ECG. The
presented methods are evaluated for regression and classification tasks in real clinical data
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of unseen patients, demonstrating improved performance compared with several baseline
models including feature-based regression, supervised CNN, and sequential autoencoding
without factor disentangling. To our knowledge, this is the first effort in attempting to dis-
entangling different generative factors – especially those related to patient-specific anatomy
– from ECG data, which may have important clinical implications in improving the accu-







Many of the recent success in unsupervised disentanglement learning are based on variational
autoencoders (VAE). For readability of this chapter, we re-write the objective of VAE from
(2.1.2):
log p(x) ≥ L = Eqφ(y|x)[log pθ(x|y)]−KL(qφ(y|x)||p(y)) (4.1)
To improve disentangled learning in VAE, the primary focus has been on enforcing indepen-
dence among the learned latent factors, achieved by more heavily penalizing the distance
from qφ(y|x) [74] or its marginal density qφ(y) [92] to a prior p(y) that is independent among
dimensions. This may be strengthened by an explicit independence penalty on qφ(y), e.g.,
either added to the ELBO [85] or isolated from the ELBO through total-correlation decom-
position [31]. These investigations, however, are carried out in the context of a Gaussian
approximation of the posterior density, limiting its ability to model generative factors with
increased complexity [74].
37
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In parallel, enabling richer posterior approximations has been an active topic of interest for
improving data reconstructions in VAE [89, 148]. This is often achieved by designing more
complex densities qφ(y|x) and/or p(y) with increased modeling power. Their effect on the
disentangling ability of the VAE, however, has not been considered.
In this work, we investigate the little-explored relationship between the modeling capacity
of a posterior density and the disentangling ability of the VAE. Following [31], we note that
when constraining a (marginal) posterior density to an independent prior, we enforce two
effects: the independence among the latent factors, and the complexity of the density. The
former has to do with disentangling, while the latter affects the modeling capacity of VAE:
when enforcing an independent density with limited modeling capacity, the latter creates an
unnecessary tension with the reconstructing objective (data likelihood). Therefore, alterna-
tive to directly reinforcing the independence, we rationalize that a richer modeling capacity
will indirectly improve disentangling by reducing this tension.
Formally, we hypothesize that an independent latent factor model with increased modeling
capacity will improve disentangled learning of generative factors with increased complexity.
We investigate this theoretical intuition with a VAE model that utilizes a non-parametric
Bayesian latent factor model – the Beta Bernoulli process implemented via the Indian Buffet
process (IBP) [55] – to model an unbounded number of mutually independent latent factors.
We first evaluate this IBP-VAE on three benchmark data sets (color-augmented MNIST [96],
3D Chairs [12], and dSprites [105]), where we qualitatively and quantitatively demonstrate
its improved ability to disentangle a variety of discrete and continuous generative factors in
comparison to state of the arts [31, 74]. Furthermore, supporting our theoretical intuition,
we show that IBP-VAE was able 1) to achieve improved data reconstruction as well as
improved independence within the learned posterior densities compared to the use of an
independent Gaussian density, and 2) to achieve better disentanglement compared to the
use of a complex density that does not consider independence.
For the biomedical data, we consider two distinct clinical data sets (skin lesion image, and
12-lead ECG) and then demonstrate that – when combined with task labels – unsupervised
learning of nuisance factors can help improve the extraction of task-relevant representations
while facilitating the discovery of knowledge related to task decision-making. In skin le-
sion image data set [59], the primary task is to classify malignant skin lesion (melanoma)
from a benign lesion, which is challenged by the need to extract subtle features relevant to
melanoma detection (e.g., color and shape asymmetry) from a large variety of lesion features
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[9]. In the clinical electrocardiogram (ECG) data set [131], the primary task is to localize
the origin of arrhythmia beat in the heart from the morphology of 12-lead ECG signals,
which challenged by an unknown number of nuisance factors including patient demograph-
ics, geometry, and pathology that affect ECG morphology through complex physiological
processes. These challenges were evident from the limited performance of relevant super-
vised deep architectures on each data set, which we show could be improved by adding
unsupervised disentangling of nuisance factors via IBP-VAE.
Finally, we present the SimECG data set, a 12-lead ECG data set procedurally generated
with a controlled set of generative factors involving the geometry of the heart. This creates to
our knowledge the first ECG dataset that will allow systematic and quantitative evaluation of
disentangled representation learning in non-visual physiological signals. We present detailed
and quantitative evaluations of our ability to disentangle factors of anatomical variations
from the ECG data. Similar to the clinical ECG dataset, we also demonstrate the benefit of
such unsupervised representation learning on the down-stream task of localizing the origin
of ventricular activation.
4.2 Related Works
Recent developments of unsupervised disentangled representation learning are primarily
considered in the context of deep generative models, such as VAE [87, 127] and generative
adversarial networks (GAN) [51]. In β-VAE [74], it was demonstrated that unsupervised
disentanglement can be achieved by constraining the posterior density of the latent repre-
sentation to be similar to an isotropic Gaussian prior with independence among each latent
dimension. Following this line of rationale, better enforcing the independence among latent
dimensions has been a main approach to improving disentangled learning in VAE. Examples
include adding to the ELBO a penalty constraining the marginal posterior density qφ(y) to
be similar to an independent prior [92], or directly penalizing the dependence within qφ(y)
through a total-correlation term, KL(qφ(y)||
∏
i qφ(yi)), either isolated from the ELBO [31]
or added to the ELBO objective [85]. In the context of GAN, it was also shown that
maximizing the mutual information between the latent representation and data can help
learning disentangled representations [32]. These disentangling-focused networks, however,
do not consider the modeling capacity of the latent densities: on the contrary, using a com-
mon choice of independent Gaussian densities, the disentangling ability of these networks
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generally decreases as the number of generative factors in the data increases [74].
In parallel, it has been widely discussed that a Gaussian assumption for the posterior den-
sity may underestimate the required complexity of the marginal posterior of the latent
representation [5, 25, 77]. There has been an increased interest in enabling richer posterior
approximations in VAE, including means to accommodate Gaussian mixture models [42],
autoregressive models [33], flow-based models [89] and Bayesian nonparametric models in
VAE [28, 54, 109, 136]. In specific, non-parametric IBP has been previously considered in
VAE [28, 136]. However, while demonstrating an improvement in data reconstruction and
posterior approximations, these works do not consider the role of richer posterior densities
in learning disentangled representations.
The presented work can be seen as an attempt to bridge the above two lines of works. We
theoretically rationalize that the independence within and the modeling capacity of the la-
tent density are two separate effects when we regularize the posterior density: the former
affects disentangling, while the latter affects data reconstruction. Alternative to directly
manipulating independence, we bring a new perspective that richer posterior approxima-
tions, with preserved independence, will indirectly facilitate disentangling by reducing its
competition with the reconstruction objective in ELBO. This is to our knowledge the first




The Beta-Bernoulli process is a stochastic process that defines a probability distribution
over a sparse binary matrix indicating feature activation for K features. The generative
Beta-Bernoulli process taking the limit K → ∞ is also referred to as the IBP [55]. The
infinite binary sparse matrix Z ∈ {0, 1}N×K+ represents latent feature allocation, where zn,k
is 1 if feature k is active for the nth sample and 0 otherwise. For practical implementations,
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stick-breaking construction [145] is considered where the samples are drawn as:






where the hyperparameter α represents the expected number of features in the data.
4.3.1 Theoretical Intuition
As introduced earlier, the ELBO objective (4.1) consists of data reconstruction regularized
by some constraints on the posterior density. Independence of the posterior density has been
one constraint shown to be effective in improving disentangling [30, 74, 85]. To examine the
role of other properties of the posterior pdf in disentangling, we delve further into ELBO
following the decomposition in [31, 77]. We first re-write the ELBO objective of (2.4) by
introducing data index n as:





Here, each training sample is identified with a unique integer index n ∈ {1, 2, ..N}. Although
a bit unconventional, the data index’s use as a random variable has been shown to make
the decomposition simpler and the result more interpretable [77]. We then define the joint
densities, involving the marginal posterior q(y)1 as:




p(n,y) , p(n)p(y|n) p(y|n) , p(y) p(n) , 1
N
(4.5)
where p(y) denotes isotropic Gaussian density. Also note that the approximated posterior
marginal q(y) =
∑N
n=1 q(y, n). With these notations, we can first decompose the second




















1Note that we drop parameter subscripts for marginal distribution to simplify the notation.
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where we first expand q(y, n) and p(y, n), and then cancel the 1N with q(n), and p(n) factors.
Second, we use chain rule and split the log before using p(n) = 1N in the last portion. Please
refer to Hoffman & Johnson, 2016 [77] for more details. We then consider the decomposition

































































− (logN − Eq(y)[H[q(n|y)]]))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Index-code mutual information
(4.8)
With this decomposition, we can see the role of each term. The pressure on the second
term, referred to as Total Correlation2 [156], forces the model to find statistically inde-
pendent latent factors. The third term, referred to as the dimension-wise KL, encourages
the individual latent dimensions to be similar to their corresponding priors. Finally, the
fourth-term, referred to as index-code mutual information, measures the mutual informa-
tion between the data variable and its corresponding latent variable based on the empirical
data distribution q(y, n) [31].
As shown, when minimizing the KL-divergence between the posterior and an independent
prior density in (4.3), two constraints take effect: we not only promote the independence
within q(y) (Total Correlation term in (4.8)), but also constraining the shape and complex-
ity of q(y) (the 3rd and 4th term in (4.8)). While the former promotes the disentangling
2Note that the name ‘Total Correlation’ is a bit misnomer as it actually measures the dependence
between the variables.
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ability of VAE, the latter – if overly limited – creates an unnecessary competition with the
data reconstruction objective in ELBO (the 1st term in (4.8)). Therefore, if we preserve
the independence but allow richer modeling capacity in the posterior density, we will lift
this competition and thereby allow improved independence and data reconstruction at the
same time. This is the theoretical basis of the presented hypothesis that an independent
latent factor model with increased modeling capacity will improve disentangled representa-
tion learning in VAE. Below, we investigate this hypothesis with an IBP-VAE where the
complexity of the posterior density is able to grow with the complexity of the data.
4.3.2 Disentangling IBP-VAE
Generative model
We assume that data X = {xn}Nn=1 is generated by latent representations Y = {yn}Nn=1
that follows a non-parametric IBP prior:












νi p(ν) = Beta(α, 1)
(4.9)
where Z = {zn}Nn=1,A = {an}Nn=1,  is element-wise product, and N is the number of
data samples. This representation essentially allows the model to infer which latent features
captured by an,k, k ∈ {1, ..K →∞} is active for the observed data xn. As the active factors
for each data point are inferred and not fixed, this non-parametric model is able to grow
with the complexity of the data.
As defined in (4.9), the IBP assumes that each data point possesses feature k with independently-
generated probability πk. Each zn is also modeled as a product of K → ∞ mutually in-
dependent Bernoulli distributions. Furthermore, each an is also modeled with independent
dimensions via an isotropic Gaussian density. The latent representation Y, as an element-
wise product between Z and A, is therefore also independent among each feature dimension.
This provides a latent factor model that is independent among dimensions but with a high
modeling capacity. We then model the likelihood pθ(X|ZA) to be Gaussian (real-valued
observations) or Bernoulli (binary observations) parameterized by neural networks.
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Figure 4.1: Outline of the presented IBP-VAE (blue) for unsupervised disentangled repre-
sentation learning, and cIBP-VAE (blue and orange) for the combination with supervised
task learning.
Inference model
We introduce a variational approximation of the posterior density qφ(Z,A, ν|X, a, b):












q(ν|a, b) = Kumaraswamy(a, b)
(4.10)
where we use the Concrete distribution [80, 104] to approximate the Bernoulli distribution,
and use the Kumaraswamy distribution [109] to approximate the Beta distribution . q(ν|a, b)
are parameterized by a and b, and d(xn), µ(xn) and σ
2(xn) are parameterized by neural
networks. This gives rise to the presented IBP-VAE architecture as illustrated in Fig. 4.1.
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Variational inference
We derive the ELBO, obtained by minimizing the KL divergence between the true posterior
and the approximated posterior, for IBP-VAE as:
log p(X) ≥ L = Eq[log
p(X,Z, ν,A)








= Eq[log p(X|Z,A)]−KL(q(ν|a, b)||p(ν))
−KL(q(Z|ν,X)||p(Z|ν))−KL(q(A|X)||p(A))
(4.11)
where L is optimized with respect to the network weights as well as parameters a and b.
This objective function can be interpreted as minimizing a reconstruction error along with
minimizing the KL divergence between the variational posteriors and the corresponding
priors in the remaining terms.
4.3.3 Learning task representations
We further consider the use of disentangled representation learning in supervised learning
of task with labels. As illustrated in Fig. 4.1, we split the latent representation y of data
x into yns and yts. The former represents the nuisance factors that will be modeled with
the IBP density and learned in an unsupervised manner, while the latter is the task-related
representation that will be supervised with the task label. The likelihood function is now
expressed as pθ(x|yns,yts) and as before is parameterized by the decoder network. We
encode the nuisance factors yns through the stochastic encoder as described earlier, and the
task-representation yts with a deterministic encoder parameterized by φts. We utilize the
task label by extending the unsupervised objective L in equation (4.11) with a supervised
classification loss on the task representation:
Lγ = L+ ζ · Ep(x,yts)[− log qφts(yts|x)] (4.12)
where the hyper-parameter ζ controls the relative weight between the generative and dis-
criminative learning, and qφts(yts|x) is the label predictive distribution [88] approximated
by the deterministic encoder. We refer this extension as cIBP-VAE throughout this work.
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4.4 Benchmark experiments
We consider three widely-used benchmark data sets for unsupervised disentangled repre-
sentation learning. Across all data sets, we evaluated the disentangling performance of the
presented IBP-VAE in comparison to VAE using a standard isotropic Gaussian prior, vary-
ing the regularization parameter β for the KL penalty term in both settings (i.e., similar
to β-VAE [74], we use the term β-IBP-VAE when β > 1 is used with IBP-VAE). In the
quantitative analysis of disentanglement, we further included comparisons to VAE that uses
a complex prior in the form of VampPrior [148].
(a) IBP-VAE (Rotation)
(c) IBP-VAE (Digit type)
(e) IBP-VAE (Width)
(b) VAE (Rotation + Color)
(f) IBP-VAE (Color)
(d) VAE (Digit type + Color)
Figure 4.2: (a)-(e): Images generated by traversal along a single latent unit (over a range
of [-3, 3]) on the latent representation encoded from a random sample (each row). (f): Trig-
gering capacity of the IBP-VAE: column one: original images; column two: reconstructed
images; column three: reconstructed images after deactivating the triggering unit. The
schematic boxes illustrate active (green), de-activated (red), and inactive (grey) units of zn.
4.4.1 Colored-MNIST
We augmented the binary MNIST data set [96] by adding red, green and blue color to 3/4th
of the white characters, resulting in 4 types of colors in the data set with an input size of



















Figure 4.3: (Top) Learned latent variables using β-VAE and β-IBP-VAE for the traversal
range of (-1, 1). (Bottom) Triggering capacity of the β-IBP-VAE where the three rows give
examples of the original images, reconstructed images, and reconstructed images with the
triggering unit for leg styles de-activated.
2352 (3*28*28). This added a discrete nuisance factor to the inherent style variations in the
original data set. We focused on the ability of IBP-VAE to disentangle color and other style
variations in comparison to VAE. Both the encoder and decoder consisted of two hidden
layers of 500 units, each with ReLU activation. µ,σ2 and d in (4.10) were further obtained
with one hidden layer, with the truncation number K set to 100 and parameter α set to 30
for the Beta distribution. For optimization, we used a learning rate of 1e-4.
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Fig. 4.2 gives examples of latent space traversal of the trained IBP-VAE and VAE. As shown,
IBP-VAE disentangled semantically meaningful factors such as rotation (a), digit type (c),
stroke width (e), and color (f). In specific, IBP-VAE learned to encode the presence of font
color by the activation of a specific latent unit: de-activation of this unit could independently
remove the font color as demonstrated in Fig. 4.2(f). We refer to this as a triggering unit in
the rest of the chapter. In comparison, VAE was not able to disentangle color from either
rotation (b) or digit type (d), nor was it able to extract the generative factor of stroke width.
4.4.2 3D Chairs
The data set of 3D chairs [12], extensively considered for qualitative demonstration of dis-
entangled representation learning, comprises of factors of variations such as rotation, width,
and leg style of the chairs. Here, we compared the disentangling ability of β-IBP-VAE to
β-VAE using the same experimental setup and network architecture as [74].
Fig. 4.3 shows the results of latent space traversal of β-IBP-VAE and β-VAE at β = 10,
the value at which we obtained the best results for β-VAE. Similar to what was shown
in [74], β-VAE captured three factors of variation including azimuth, width, and leg style.
In comparison, β-IBP-VAE was able to disentangle the same three factors, along with an
additional generative factor: the height of the chair. Moreover, β-IBP-VAE seemed to have
found a binary triggering unit that swaps between two different leg styles (Fig. 4.3 bottom
panel).
4.4.3 dSprites
We used dSprites [105] to quantitatively evaluated IBP-VAE in two aspects. The dataset
consists of 737,280 synthetic images (64×64) of 2D shapes with five known generative factors:
scale, rotation, x-position, y-position and shape.
We first considered quantitative metrics recently proposed to measure disentanglement
against available ground-truth factors of variation. In particular, we considered mutual in-
formation gap (MIG) [31] that measures the normalized gap in mutual information between
the top two dimensions in the latent vector that are most sensitive for each ground-truth
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factor as the metric to quantify the disentanglement. It is considered to addresses3 some of
the limitations of previous metrics, including that it is unbiased to hyperparameter settings

















= arg maxj I(vk,yj). MIG, as shown above, calculates the mean difference (over
Ng generative factors) between two highest mutual information between a latent variable
and the single generative factor, normalized by its entropy.
The second analysis was inspired by the rate-distortion (RD) analysis introduced in [5],
which characterizes the competition between the first reconstruction term (distortion) and
the second KL-divergence term (rate) in the ELBO objective (4.1). Here, we further nar-
rowed down the RD analysis to focus on the competition between the reconstruction and
disentangling ability of the VAE. To do so, we singled out the total-correlation (TC) term
from the rate term as shown in (4.8), which measures the independence within the learned
latent factors. We then contrasted it with the distortion term similar to the R-D analysis:
we term this as TC-D analysis.
Beside VAE with a regular Gaussian prior, we also compared IBP-VAE with VAE with a
complex prior in the form of VampPrior [148]. For all models, we adopted the CNN encoder-
decoder architecture from [31] with a latent dimension of 10 all models, and we varied the
value of β for the penalizing KL terms. A learning rate of 5e-4 and α value of 10 were used.
Other hyper-parameters required for VampPrior were used as the standard implementation
provided by [148].
MIG scores
Table 4.1 compares the MIG disentanglement scores of β-VAE, β-VampPrior, and β-IBP-
VAE at different values of β. Fig. 4.4 visualizes the disentanglement performance of these
models at β = 5, along with the best results adopted from [31]. Each plot shows the rela-
3Recent works have suggested that even MIG has its limitations. For instance, Li et al. [99]
have pointed out that MIG score is not affected even if different generative factors are entangled
into the same latent dimension.
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Figure 4.4: Disentangling performance of β-IBP-VAE compared with β-VAE and
β-VampPrior at β = 5. The best result reported in literature (rightmost plot,
reprinted from β-TCVAE [31] with permission) is also presented for comparison.
Each plot shows the relationship between each learned latent dimension (row) and
each ground-truth factor (column): color in column one encodes high to low values
from blue to red; colored lines in column two and three represent different object
shapes. The MIG score (the higher the better) is given for each model.
tionship between the learned latent dimension (row) and the ground-truth factors (column):
a successfully disentangled latent dimension should vary with only one ground-truth factor.
As is evident both visually and quantitatively, across β = 1, 5 and 10, β-IBP-VAE achieved
better disentanglement than the other two models. For instance, at β = 5 (Fig. 4.4), β-IBP-
VAE was able to clearly separate the rotation, scale, x− and y−position. In comparison,
β-VAE heavily entangled rotation with position, while β-VampPrior captured the factor of
rotation in two separate dimensions. Notably, at β=5, the MIG score reported by β-IBP-
VAE surpassed the best result reported in β-TCVAE [31], a state-of-the-art disentangling
VAE that improves over β-VAE by penalizing only the TC term.
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β MIG
β-VAE VampPrior IBP-VAE
1 0.1890 0.1305 0.4174
5 0.4786 0.4848 0.5477
10 0.4661 0.4676 0.485
Table 4.1: The disentanglement score given by mutual information gap (MIG) [31] from




Figure 4.5: TC-D analyses for β-VAE, β-IBP-VAE, and β-VampPrior on dSprites. The
(TC, D) value obtained from each model is plotted for three different β values.
TC-D analysis
In Fig. 4.5, we present the TC-D analysis for the three models considered. As we increased
the β value, the distortion (D) for all the models increased or, in other words, the ability
of the model to reconstruct decreased. In the mean time, total correlation (TC) decreased,
improving the independence among latent factors and hence helping in disentanglement 4. In
comparison to β-VAE with a regular Gaussian density, β-IBP-VAE was able to achieve lower
distortion (better reconstruction) as well as lower or comparable TC (better or comparable
independence) across all values of β. This verified our hypothesis that enabling richer
yet independent posterior approximations was able to reduce the competition between the
reconstructing and disentangling ability of VAE, allowing simultaneous improvement in
4The TC term independently, however, can’t be related to disentanglement since any indepen-
dent noise (e.g., isotropic Gaussian) can have zero dependence but is not a disentangled.
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both terms. VAE with the VampPrior, as expected, obtained the best reconstructions
throughout all values of β due to the use of a complex density. Without explicitly considering
independence in the density, however, it resulted in decreased disentanglement compared to
IBP-VAE, as measured by both the higher TC values (Fig. 4.5) and the lower MIG values
(Table 4.1) across all values of β.
4.5 Clinical experiments
Beside the disentangling performance of the presented IBP-VAE, in the two biomedical data
sets, we evaluated the performance of cIBP-VAE in the respective clinical task in comparison
to supervised deep networks as well as c-VAE (similar to cIBP-VAE except the nuisance
factor follows a Gaussian prior).
4.5.1 Skin lesion analysis
ISIC 2016 [59] is a public benchmark challenge data set consisting of dermoscopic images of
skin diseases released to support the development of melanoma diagnosis algorithms. Here,
we considered the task of classification of dermoscopic images into melanoma (malignant)
and benign categories. The challenge of this task lies in the need to extract subtle features
relevant to melanoma detection, such as color and shape asymmetry [138], from a large
variety of lesion features. To be able to interpret semantically what factors did and did not
contribute to the classification, therefore, is also important for the diagnosis decision.
We used the given training and test with a size 900 and 379 images respectively. We
further split a random 20% of the training set for validation. Following pre-processing in
[97], we cropped the center portion of dermoscopic images and proportionally resized the
cropped area to 256×256. We used the AlexNet [90], pretrained on ImageNet dataset, as the
supervised baseline in this data set. The encoder in cIBP-VAE and c-VAE used the AlexNet
to extract features, which were then factorized into yns and yts via two hidden layers on
each branch. For yns, both hidden layers used a size of 4096 and the truncation number K
was set to 50. For yts, the two hidden layers used a size of 100 and 2 (representing class
scores). For the decoder, we used the deep convolution architecture. The value of ζ in (4.12)
was set to 5 with a warm-up of 100 for 300 epochs [24] and learning rate set to 1e-4.
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Model AC AUC MSE
CNN (AlexNet) 82.59 0.75 -
c-VAE 81.79 0.73 1521.05
cIBP-VAE 83.11 0.79 1096.55
Table 4.2: Lesion classification accuray (AC), area under the ROC curve (AUC), and
reconstruction mean square error (MSE) of cIBP-VAE, c-VAE, and baseline AlexNet.
Task accuracy: Table 4.2 summarizes the lesion classification performance of cIBP-VAE in
comparision to the baseline discriminative AlexNet and c-VAE, using the two metrics recom-
mended by ISIC for this task. The presented result suggests that unsupervised disentangling
of nuisance factors could improve task accuracy if the nuisance factors are properly learned,
and that VAE with a regular Gaussian density may have a limited ability to disentangle
this data set given the complex factors of variations.
Original cVAE cIBP-VAE
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Original Recon diff Colored diff. over original
Benign ε = 2435.92ε = 4122.74
Malignant ε = 792.88ε = 3476.23
Figure 4.6: (a) Reconstruction examples of cIBP-VAE and cVAE, along with MSE values.
(b) Column one: original images; column two: difference in reconstruction after switching
the lesion label from malignant to benign (or vice versa); column three: overlay of recon-
struction difference (green) with original images. (c) Visual and quantitative reconstruction
difference before (row two) and after (row three) de-activating the triggering unit. (d)
Images generated by traversing a single latent unit over the [-5,5] range.
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Uncovering and disentangling latent factors: To first compare the amount of factors of
variations that could be captured by cIBP-VAE vs. c-VAE, we compared the reconstruction
accuracy of both models in test data. Table 4.2 (third column) shows that the reconstruction
error of cIBP-VAE was significantly lower (p < 0.01). Examples in Fig. 4.6(a) show that
cIBP-VAE was particularly better at preserving the detailed color distribution in the skin
lesion, which is known to be important for melanoma detection [138].
To interpret the task-relevant representation learned by cIBP-VAE, we took the nuisance
representation encoded by the cIBP-VAE from a test image and combined it with an op-
posite image label for reconstruction. We expected the difference between the original and
reconstructed images to explain what has contributed to the classification. Fig. 4.6(b)
gives three such examples. Interestingly, after switching the label of a melanoma image, the
reconstruction difference primarily focused on regions with asymmetry color or atypical net-
work within the lesion, providing visual support on the subtle characteristics that justified
melanoma classification.
Finally, to interpret the nuisance factors learned by cIBP-VAE, we analyzed images gener-
ated by traversing along continuous factors and de-activating binary factors. In Fig. 4.6(c),
we show that cIBP-VAE has learned a triggering unit whose activation controls local lesion
color, as highlighted by the red circle and the change in reconstruction error. In Fig. 4.6(d),
we show images generated by traversing along two different latent dimensions learned by
cIBP-VAE over a wide range of [-5, 5]. The results demonstrate that cIBP-VAE has discov-
ered and disentangled factors such as the size and location of the lesion that are generally
irrelevant to the task of melanoma detection.
4.5.2 12-lead clinical ECG
We consider the same 12-lead clinical ECG as used in the previous chapter (3) where the
clinical task is to localize the origin of ventricular activation from 12-lead ECG morphology,
which can be useful for predicting the origin of abnormal rhythm in the heart and thus
guiding treatment. This task is challenged by significant inter-subject variations in a wide
range of factors such as heart and thorax anatomy, heart pathological remodeling, and
surface electrode positioning, all of which affect ECG morphology [122]. Unlike visual
disentangling in the last three data sets, these factors are also not directly visible on the
data, but related to it through a complex physics-based process. To add a visual factor
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Model Seg. classification Seg. classification
(in %) with artifacts (in %)
CNN 53.89 52. 44
c-VAE 55.97 53.95
cIBP-VAE 57.53 56.97
Table 4.3: Segment classification accuracy (with and without artifacts) of CNN, c-VAE,
and cIBP-VAE on the test set.
model all signal artifact segment
all non-stimulus stimulus
c-VAE 2293.23 3.20 3.91 2.49
cIBP-VAE 2273.65 0.45 0.19 0.72
Table 4.4: Reconstruction errors of cIBP-VAE vs. c-VAE for the entire signals
(column 2) and for the artifact segment only (columns 3-5). The latter is respectively
calculated for all samples (all), samples with no pacing artifact (non-stimulus), and
samples with pacing artifacts (stimulus).
and to test the ability of cIBP-VAE to grow with the complexity of the data, we further
augmented this data set by an artifact (of size 10 for each lead) – in the form of an artificial
pacing stimulus – to ∼50% of randomly selected ECG data. The entire dataset was split
into training, validation and test set, where no set shared data from the same patient.
We compared cIBP-VAE to: 1) a supervised CNN with three-layered convolution blocks
(dropout, 2d convolution, batch normalization, ReLU, and max-pool layer) followed by two
fully connected layers, and 2) c-VAE with the same parameters and architecture of cIBP-
VAE. The design choice of the supervised CNN was inspired by [160].
Task accuracy with increasing data complexity: Table 4.3 compares the classification
accuracy on the test set obtained by the three models. The limited performance of CNN
showed the significant challenge introduced by inter-subject variations on this data set. By
adding unsupervised disentangling of nuisance factors, both c-VAE and cIBP-VAE achieved
a higher classification, although cIBP-VAE significantly outperformed c-VAE either with or
without the signal artifact (p < 0.03).
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(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 4.7: 12-lead ECG traces where the pacing artifact is highlighted to the left side of
the dotted line. (a) An original signal without the pacing artifact. (b) The reconstructed
signal using cIBP-VAE. (c) The reconstructed signal using c-VAE.
Uncovering & disentangling latent factors: Because factors of inter-subject variations
in the ECG data set cannot be labeled or directly visualized, here we focus on the ability of
cIBP-VAE vs. c-VAE in uncovering and disentangling the binary factor of pacing artifacts
in the augmented data set.
Reconstruction
(c) (d)







Figure 4.8: (a): Swapping between the task and nuisance representation from two samples
(left) transferred the presence and absence of pacing artifact in the reconstructed signals
(right).(b)-(d): Reconstructions before (c) and after (d) de-activation of the triggering unit,
in comparison to original signals (b).
As shown in Table 4.4, while cIBP-VAE and c-VAE showed a similar accuracy in recon-
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structing ECG signals, their accuracy in reconstructing the small artifact segment differed
significantly (p < 0.01). Fig. 4.7 shows an example where cIBP-VAE was able to recon-
struct the absence of a pacing artifact while c-VAE was not. This shows that cIBP-VAE was
able to capture more generative factors, in a data set already riddled with a wide variety of
factors of variations.
To demonstrate the disentanglement of task and nuisance representations, we show in Fig.
4.8(a) that, when the encoded nuisance factors between a pair of signals were swapped, the
absence and presence of the pacing artifacts were transferred as well. Furthermore, similar
to previous data sets, cIBP-VAE has learned a triggering unit to encode the absence or
presence of the signal artifact in ECG data. Fig. 4.8(b)-(d) show two examples, where de-
activation of this triggering unit added a pacing artifact to the reconstructed signal. This
showed that cIBP-VAE was able to disentangle the specific nuisance factor of signal artifact,
not only from the task representation but also from other nuisance factors.
4.6 SimECG: Disentanglement testing ECG dataset
In this section, we present the ECG dataset with controlled generative factors similar to the
procedurally generated data set for computer vision (e.g., dSprites, 3DShapes, etc.). We
believe similar data sets for evaluating disentangled learning in non-visual physical signals
do not exist.
4.6.1 Data set construction
We initially consider a combined bi-ventricular and torso model made available through the
EDGAR data base [7]. As illustrated in Fig. 4.9, the torso is represented as a homogeneous
conductor with 352 surface triangles and the 3D ventricular mass is represented by 1665
mesh points.
On the 3D bi-ventricular model, we used a mono-domain two-variable AlievPanfilov (AP)
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Figure 4.9: Personalized heart-torso structure where the heart is represented with a cloud
of 1666 points and the torso with 352 points.
[6] model to simulate spatiotemporal action potential propagation:
∂u
∂t
= ∆(D∆u)− cu(u− a)(u− 1)− uz
∂z
∂t
= ε(u, z)(−z − cu(u− a− 1))
(4.14)
where u represents a normalized action potential [0,1], z represents recovery current, D is the
diffusion tensor, c, ε and a are the parameters controlling the shape of the action potential.
The relationship between the cardiac action potential in the heart and body-surface ECG
can be defined by the quasi-static approximation of electromagnetic theory [123]. Using a
coupled meshfree-boundary element method (BEM) as described in [154] on the given heart-
torso geometry, we can generate a set of ECG data corresponding to ventricular activation
originating from locations throughout the ventricular myocardium at a 5-mm resolution.
While there is a large number of anatomical parameters that affect the generation of ECG
data such as the position, orientation, and shape of the heart as well as the shape of the torso,
in this work we consider six significant factors of variations: rotation and translation of the
ventricles along the X-, Y- and Z-axis, where the X-axis corresponds to the dorsal/ventral
direction, the Y-axis to the lateral direction, and the Z-axis to the cranio-caudal direction.
For rotation, we perform swing about X- and Y-axis which represents swing around center
of mass in the axial plane restricted to a maximum deviation of less than 6 cm, and rotation

























Figure 4.10: Schematics of the four different geometric transformations of the heart with
respect to the torso for producing SimECG data set.
Factor (fi) lfi = 3 end-to-end deviation
Swing X-axis {-10◦, 0◦, 10◦} < 6 cm
Swing Y-axis {-10◦, 0◦, 10◦}
Rotate Z-axis {-20◦, 0◦, 20◦} 20◦
Translation X-axis {-10mm, 0mm, 10mm } ≤ 2 cm
Translation Y-axis {-5mm, 0mm, 5mm }
Translation Z-axis {-20mm, 0mm, 20mm }
Table 4.5: The values for different factors involved in the generation of the presented
SimECG data set.
about the Z-axis which represents rotational pivoting of the heart about a vertical axis,
limited to a deviation of 20◦. For translation, we limit the deviation to less than or equal
to 2 cm along all three axes. As suggested in [143], these transformations curb the heart
within the regions on the body surface, where the potentials are sensitive to the relative
position between the heart and the surface electrodes. In Fig. 4.10, we present the schematic
illustration of some of these geometrical transformations. For simplicity, we consider three
values for each of these transformations, resulting in 729 variants of the heart-torso models.
These transformations as summarized in Table 4.5 generated the SimECG data set with
known values of the underlying anatomical factors of variations. With simulated action
potential originated at 1665 different locations on each of these 729 hearts, we were able to
generate more than a million unique ECG samples.
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Model Beta-VAE metric
VAE 67.82
VAE (β = 5) 76.24
IBP-VAE 73.32
IBP-VAE (β = 5) 79.99
Table 4.6: Beta-VAE disentanglement metric [74] for VAE and IBP-VAE for β = 1
and β = 5.
4.6.2 Unsupervised disentanglement of anatomical variations
In this section, we analyze the ability of the presented unsupervised IBP-VAE models to
disentangle inter-subject anatomical variations in the SimECG data set. For the experi-
mental purpose, SimECG data was split into three groups based on the degree of swing
along the X-axis: group 1 (-10◦), group 2 (0◦) and group 3 (+10◦). Each group consists
of one-third, i.e., 404595, samples of the entire data set. Unless otherwise specified, the
models were trained on group 1, validated on group 2, and tested on group 3 in the results
presented below. We consider the ability of the presented models to disentangle eight gen-
erative factors in the SimECG data: two related to the orientation of the heart in the torso
(swing around Y-axis and swing around Z-axis), three related to the position of the heart in
the torso (translation along the X-, Y-, and Z-axis, respectively), and three related to the
origin of the ventricular activation in the heart (position along the X-, Y-, and Z-axis, re-
spectively). In another word, the first two groups of factors represent anatomical variations
underlying the ECG data, whereas the last group represents task-related factors. Note that
swing around the X-axis was not considered here because, as described earlier, the value of
this swing was used to divide the training, validation, and test data: i.e., the training data
do not include variations in the orientation of the heart around the X-axis.
For quantitative evaluation of the disentanglement results, we adopted the metric proposed
by [74] that measures both the independence and interpretability of the inferred latent repre-
sentation. It is obtained by training a linear classifier5 to identify which dominant generative
factor has changed between a pair of given data. Here, we used a support vector machine
5A classifier should have low VC-dimension so that classifier itself doesn’t have the capacity to
perform nonlinear disentangling.
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Figure 4.11: (A) Confusion Matrix for IBP-VAE (β = 5) for 5 anatomical factors and 3
location factors. (B) Confusion Matrix for IBP-VAE (β = 5) for 5 anatomical factors and a
single location factor. (C) t-SNE visualization for disentangled latent representation. The
blue dotted line is manually added to highlight task-related factors specific to the location
of the origin of ventricular activation.
(SVM) with linear kernel for the linear classifier [137]. The SVM was trained on group-2
data and tested on group-3 data to ensure fair assessment of disentanglement. The result
for different models is presented in Table 4.6. As shown, IBP-VAE, owing to its increased
modeling complexity in the latent space, was able to achieve a higher disentanglement score
when compared to VAE. When the value of β was increased to 5, the disentanglement scores
of both β-VAE and β-IBP-VAE were increased where the β-IBP-VAE still delivered a higher
score close to ∼ 80%.
For a closer look at how well the presented β-IBP-VAE model was disentangling among
the eight generative factors under consideration, in Fig. 4.11(A) we present the confusion
matrix of the SVM in classifying the contributing generative factor using the latent repre-
sentation obtained by the β-IBP-VAE (β = 5). As shown, there was minimal confusion in
the generative factors among the group of heart orientation, heart position, and origin of
ventricular activation, indicating a clear separation between the task-irrelevant anatomical
variations and the task-relevant factors in the learned latent representations. The main
confusion occurs when separating the three task-related position factors: the position of the
origin of the ventricular activation along the X-, Y- and Z-axis, while some minor confusion
occurred among separating the three anatomical factors related to the position of the heart
along the X-, Y-, and Z-axis within the torso. When we re-trained the SVM model for the
disentanglement metric by considering the same five anatomical factors when grouping the
three task-related position factors into one factor, a disentanglement score of 92.81% could
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be achieved, demonstrating an excellent separation between the task-relevant representation
and the task-irrelevant factors of anatomical variations: the corresponding confusion matrix
is presented in Fig. 4.11(B).
In addition, Fig. 4.11(C) provides a t-SNE [102] visualization of the latent representation
learned by the unsupervised IBP-VAE using β = 5. Consistent with the observation from
the confusion matrix in Fig.4.11 (A), a clear separation among the five anatomical factors
and the task-related factor (dotted circle) was seen, whereas the specific task-related position
factor along each axis is less separated among themselves.
Figure 4.12: Average mean fluctuations corresponding to changes in each of the five ge-
ometrical generative factors fi in each of the five high ranking latent units. Top: β-VAE.
Bottom: β-IBP-VAE.
Finally, to identify which unit(s) in the latent code are most responsive to the changes in
each of the five anatomical generative factors, we analyze the mean fluctuations in the latent
code corresponding to changes in each anatomical factor. To do so, from pairs of input data
where only one factor is changing, we calculate the average standard deviation of mean
values between inferred latent codes from the pair of data. We find the most active units
for each factor and, for that unit, we calculate the mean fluctuation (standard deviation of
mean values) of all factors. The results for both β-VAE and β-IBP-VAE are presented in
Fig. 4.12. The identified latent units are ordered such that the first two units, as presented,
are the most responsive to changes in the rotation factors, while the last three units are
the most responsive to changes in the position factors. The separation between these two
groups of factors are in general clear in both models. Among the individual factors within
each group, swing around the Y-axis (red triangle) and translation along the Z-axis appear
to be better disentangled than the other factors, especially by the β-IBP-VAE mode.
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4.7 Conclusion
We presented a VAE model with a non-parametric independent latent factor model for
unsupervised learning of disentangled representations. Departing from the current focus
on independence, we showed how an increased modeling capacity in the latent density will
improve the disentangling ability of VAE, especially as the complexity of the generative
factors increases in the data. We further showed how unsupervised disentangling of nuisance
factors could improve supervised extraction of task representations as well as facilitate the
interpretability of the learned representations. These were demonstrated through state-of-
the-art qualitative and quantitative results on widely-used benchmark data sets, as well
as improved performance over deep supervised networks on clinical data sets that have
been little explored for the effectiveness of disentangled representation learning. Finally, we
presented the SimECG data set, a large-scale 12-lead ECG data set procedurally generated
with a controlled set of generative factors involving the geometry of the heart where we






In this chapter, we try to understand the relation between disentangled representation and
the smoothness regularization. As discussed in chapter 6, smoothness regularization pro-
vide implicit bias for semi-supervised learning (SSL). In this respect, among existing SSL
methods, self-ensembling is a simple approach that encourages consensus among ensemble
predictions of unknown labels [93]. Such ensemble predictions can be formed by random-
ization such as network regularization (e.g., dropout) and random input augmentation [93].
As later rationalized in [81], based on the analytical learning theory, these randomization
techniques are critical as they improve the generalization of the model by making it more
insensitive to the latent space. From this theoretical perspective, it is natural to hypoth-
esize that the design of this randomization will benefit from the knowledge of the latent
space, especially its stochasticity. This however is not considered in existing works. The
input augmentation functions, for instance, are typically hand-crafted considering random
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translations or rotations of images [93], with little consideration to the distribution of latent
variables.
In parallel, as we extensively discussed in chapter 3 and 4, advances in representation learn-
ing – especially that of the variational auto-encoder (VAE) – has allowed us to infer posterior
distributions of the latent variables in an unsupervised manner [87]. In the classic semi-
supervised deep generative model presented in [88], it has also been shown that such an
unsupervised embedding can largely facilitate the subsequent SSL training by providing a
disentangled and thereby more separable latent space [88].
In this chapter, drawing on the analytical learning theory [81], we rationalize that 1) dis-
entangling and 2) self-ensembling over the stochastic latent space will improve the gener-
alization ability of the model. Based on this rationale, we investigate using unsupervised
disentangled representation learning as the stochastic input embedding in self-ensembling.
The presented SSL model consists of a VAE-based unsupervised embedding of the data,
followed by a semi-supervised self-ensembling network utilizing the stochastic embedding as
the inherent random augmentation of the inputs. We evaluate the presented SSL model on
the recently open-sourced Chexpert data set for multi-label classification of thoracic disease
using chest X-rays [79]. To demonstrate the benefits gained by exploiting the stochastic
latent space in self-ensembling, we compare the performance of the presented method with
the standard self-ensembling method considering different image-level input augmentation
methods [93], VAE-based embedding with and without a subsequent deep generative SSL
[88], along with a generative adversarial network (GAN)-based SSL [112]. We further quali-
tatively demonstrate the disentangled representation obtained via unsupervised embedding,
and discuss its use for data analysis and model interpretability.
5.2 Related Work
This work is mostly related to two lines of research: 1) SSL based on regularization with
random transformations, and 2) disentangled representation learning and its use in SSL. In
the former, consistency-based regularization is applied on ensemble predictions obtained by
randomization techniques such as random data augmentation, dropout, and random max-
pooling [93]. This randomization was empirically shown to improve the generalization and
stability of the SSL model, while its theoretical basis was recently shown to be related to
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the reduction of model sensitivity to the latent space [47, 81]. Motivated by this theory, in
this work, we attempt to utilize the knowledge about the stochastic latent space – obtained
in unsupervised learning – in this randomization process.
In the latter representation learning, deep neural networks have been combined with varia-
tional inference to jointly realize generative modeling of unlabeled data and posterior infer-
ence of latent variables [87]. Furthermore, the learned latent representations are encouraged
to be semantically interpretable and mutually invariant, which is empirically shown to be
useful for the downstream tasks [88]. For instance, an unsupervised VAE was used to provide
a disentangled embedding (M1) for a subsequent VAE-based semi-supervised model (M2),
commonly known as the M1+M2 model [88]. In this work, we make the first attempt to
use the analytical learning theory to support the effect a disentangled embedding can have
on the generalization ability of a model. Furthermore, we improve the M1+M2 model by
replacing M2 with a self-ensembling SSL network, taking VAE’s ability to model stochastic
latent space to support self-ensembling.
Besideds the approaches discussed above, there is also an active line of research in GAN-
based SSL methods [103, 112]. The general idea is to add a classification objective to the
original mini-max game and increases the capacity of the discriminator to associate the
inputs to the corresponding labels. The presented work differs from this line of research by
the emphasis on obtaining, regularizing, and interpreting the latent representations in SSL.
An increased interest in SSL has also been seen in medical image anlaysis. The use of an
unsupervised representation learning for better generalization has been investigated for the
task of myocardial segmentation [27]. In [103], SSL was used in a similar X-ray data set,
although the scope was limited to binary classifications between normal and abnormal cate-
gories. To our knowledge, we present the first multi-label SSL that investigates disentangled
learning and self-ensembling of stochastic latent space in medical image classification.
5.3 Model
We consider training data D = Dl ∪ Du, where Dl = {xi,yi}Nli=1 is the labeled set and
Du = {xj}Nuj=1 the unlabeled set. As outlined in Fig. 5.1, a stochastic latent space will be
learned in an unsupervised and disentangled manner, which will then be regularized via
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Figure 5.1: Schematic diagram of the presented model.
self-ensembling for SSL (section 5.3.1).
5.3.1 Regularizing the Stochastic Latent Space via Self-Ensemble SSL
The unsupervised VAE embedding is used as the input to a self-ensembling SSL model
which, on unsupervised targets, applies coherence-based regularization to form consensus
among ensemble predictions. For each training sample x(i), its ensemble predictions are
obtained from three sources:
1. Sampling from VAE-learned posterior density q(z(i)|x(i)). This utilizes a distribution
learned from unlabeled data to replace the commonly-used hand-crafted augmentation
functions to perturb x(i) [93].
2. Network dropout that randomly neglects some units and utilizes a sub-network during
training.
3. Temporal ensemble [93] achieved by accumulating the predicted label yp after every
training epoch into an ensemble output ỹp by ỹp ← αỹp+(1−α)yp, where α controls
how far the ensemble reaches into training history.
Given each pair of ensemble predictions yp and ỹp, the network is trained, in each batch B,
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‖yp − ỹp‖2︸ ︷︷ ︸
both for labeled and unlabeled
(2)
where the first term corresponds to the standard cross entropy loss and is evaluated for
labeled data. The second term is evaluated for all data, encouraging consensus among
ensemble predictions via mean squared loss. A ramp-up weighted function, starting from
zero, is used for ζ as described in [93].
5.3.2 Stacked Self-Ensembling SSL from the Generalization Perspective
In this section, we examine the generalization ability of the presented method – via the
recently introduced analytical learning theory [81] – from two viewpoints: self-ensembling
and disentangling. Theorem 1 in [81] provides an upper bound on the generalization gap
(difference between expected and empirical error) ∆g:
∆g ≤ V [f ] · D∗ (3)
where V [f ] is the variation that computes how a function f varies in total w.r.t each small
perturbation of every cross-combination of its variables, and D∗ is the discrepancy between
the latent projections of an available data set D and true data distribution. In our case, f
is the composition of the loss function ` of coherence-based regularization and the mapping
function fy between stochastic latent sample z and the prediction yp, i.e., f = ` ◦ fy. Here,
we rationalize how the presented method decreases the generalization gap by decreasing
V [fy].
Self-ensembling:
The second regularization term in (2) can be re-written over the input samples drawn from




‖fy(z1)− fy(z2)‖2 dP (z1, z2|x)
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where P (z1, z2|x) = q(z1|x)q(z2|x). Minimizing this loss explicitly requires fy to be more
insensitive over the space of z which implicitly minimizes V [fy] and thus the bound on the
generalization gap.
Disentangling:
Given representation (zy, zo) where zy and zo are respectively the latent variables related
and unrelated to y. Based on [81], the variation V [fy] is minimal when the mapping fy
from latent space (zy, zo) is invariant over zo. A disentangled latent space by design thereby
reduces the generalization gap.
5.4 Clinical Experiments
We evaluated the presented model on the recently open-sourced Chexpert data set that has
strong reference standards compared to other similar large-scale chest X-ray data set [79].
It consists of 224,316 chest radiographs from 65,240 patients, with labels for 14 pathology
categories extracted from radiology reports. Given uncertainty labels provided for all images,
we first removed all uncertain samples from the data set. We also removed all lateral-view
samples. Small labeled training sets were then created by balancing among each disease
category, ranging from 100 to 500 samples per category. Another 5000 and 50000 samples
were randomly selected as the validation and test sets, while the rest were used as unlabeled
training data.
5.4.1 Multi-Label Semi-Supervised Classification
We quantitatively evaluated the SSL performance of the presented model in comparison
to existing models as summarized in table 1. We first trained a classifier (with the same
architecture as the self-ensembling network) using the unsupervised VAE embedding on
labeled training data (VAE embedding). We then considered two most-related models to
the presented work: 1) the M1+M2 SSL model where the unsupervised VAE embedding
was used to support a subsequent VAE-based SSL model (VAE embedding + SSL) [88],
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Model Size of labeled data set (k)
100 200 300 400 500
VAE embedding 0.5853 0.6119 0.6331 0.6416 0.6556
VAE embedding + SSL 0.6080 0.6272 0.6340 0.6390 0.6491
Self-ensemble (noise) 0.6012 0.6277 0.6444 0.6550 0.6626
Self-ensemble (augmentation) 0.6089 0.6301 0.6423 0.6530 0.6617
ACGAN 0.5865 0.6036 0.6064 0.6284 0.6372
Latent-space self-ensemble 0.6200 0.6386 0.6484 0.6637 0.6697
Table 5.1: Mean AUROC for multi-label classification for 14 pathology categories.
trained with a fixed number of unlabeled data and a varying number of labeled data.
and 2) the self-ensembling SSL (with the same architecture as the VAE encoder followed by
self-ensemling in the stacked model) with two different types of image-level augmentation:
adding Gaussian noises (with std = 0.15) or random translation and rotation (maximum
12 pixels and 10 degrees) to the images (image-space self-ensembling) [93]. To demonstrate
how the presented work relates to GAN-based SSL methods, we also added a comparison
to ACGAN [112] that was shown to generate globally coherent and discriminative samples
assisting in SSL.
We tested all models on a varying number of labeled training data whilst keeping the number
of unlabeled data fixed. Each model was tested on 10 different testing sets (5000 samples
each). As shown, the three self-ensembling methods in general achieved better performance.
Among the three self-ensembling methods, all the standard deviation is less than 0.008, and
the improvement of the presented method over the two baseline self-ensembling methods is
statistical significant (p < 0.05). This verified our hypothesis that, in comparison to ad-hoc
image-level augmentations, utilizing the stochasticity of the latent space can improve the
performance of self-ensembling.
It was surprising that ACGAN performed worse (except k = 100) than VAE embedding.
We speculated that, unlike natural images where ACGAN has seen superior performance,
disease-related factors in X-ray images may be more difficult to capture among other disease-
irrelevant factors.
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Figure 5.2: Images generated by traversing over the [-3, 3] range of a specific latent
dimension, based on latent values inferred from a different seed image for each row.
5.4.2 Interpreting the Disentangled Latent Representations
We then qualitatively evaluated the latent variables learned from the VAE. As shown in
Fig. 5.2, as we traversed along a particular latent dimension and kept the others fixed,
we were able to generate images reflecting changes in a particular semantic factor. With
this knowledge, in Figure 5.3 (left), we demonstrated that it is possible to transfer specific
features (e.g., heart size and lobe size) between X-ray images by swapping the corresponding
latent units.
In an attempt to quantify how these unsupervised disentangled representations may affect
downstream classification tasks, we considered the pathology of cardiomegaly as an example
which is reflected as changes in heart-chest ratio in X-ray images [15]. We built a binary
classifier between the category of cardiomegaly and no-finding, considering only one of the
learned latent units at a time. We randomly sampled respectively 500, 1000 and 2000 images
that had either cardiomegaly or no-finding labels for training, validation, and testing. As
shown in Fig. 5.3(right: red curve), the more a specific unit captured the heart-chest ratio,
the more discriminative it was for detecting cardiomegaly. We also re-trained the presented
model (for k =500) by removing one latent unit at a time, and evaluated the resulting
AUROC for cardiomegaly. Similarly (Fig. 5.3(right: blue curve)), the more a specific unit
captured the heart-chest ratio, the larger its removal caused the drop in AUROC. These





Figure 5.3: Left: Demonstration of feature transfer by exchanging specific latent
units. Top row: original images. Bottom row: reconstructed with original or ex-
changed latent codes. Right: Discriminative power of individual latent dimensions.
results suggest that improved disentangling in the latent representations may facilitate down-
stream tasks as well as increase the interpretability of the results.
5.5 Conclusions and Discussion
We presented a stacked SSL method that uses unsupervised disentangling of the stochastic
latent space as the input randomization in self-ensembling. From the analytical learning
theory, we rationalized the effect of disentangling and self-ensembling over the latent space
on the generalizability of the model. Empirically, we demonstrated both the quantitative
improvement of the presented model in SSL and the interpretability of its disentangled
representations.
We noted that, compared to many visual benchmark data sets, disease-specific factors in
medical images may be buried by other more significant factors of variations in terms of
contribution to pixel reconstruction or image distribution (e.g., heart-chest ratio vs. torso
shape). For instance, we attempted to remove the inactive dimensions (defined as Au < 10
−2
where Au = Covx(Eu∼q(u|x)[u]) for each dimension u in z) from VAE embedding, a strategy
shown to improve the performance of the M1+M2 model in visual benchmarks [88]. The
mean AUROC of the presented model, however, decreased around 2% to 0.658 (for k=500).
This, we believe, may explain the relatively limited progress of unsupervised representation
learning in medical images despite its recent traction in other visual domains, a pressing
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challenge to be resolved in order to leverage unlabeled data in a field where image labeling
is especially costly and difficult. For future work, we plan to improve two-stage training
strategy and disentangling by hierarchical generative models.
Chapter 6




In this chapter, we change our direction from learning disentangled representation and focus
on regularization of neural function for improving generation of the deep networks. We focus
on the setup of semi-supervised learning primarily due to two reasons: 1) the limited labeled
data set is a common scenario in biomedical domain, and 2) the effect of regularization is
key to the generalization when we aim to train the deep network with limited data.
An important goal in SSL is to avoid over-fitting the network function to small labeled data.
A common inductive bias to guide this is the assumption of smoothness or consistency of
the network function, i.e., nearby points and points of the same manifold should have the
same label predictions. For instance, self-ensembling [93] penalizes inconsistent predictions
of unlabeled data under local perturbations, and virtual adversarial training [107] maintains
consistency by forcing predictions of different adversarially-perturbed inputs to be the same.
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By considering perturbations around single data points, these approaches regularize only
the local smoothness of the network function in the vicinity of available data points: no
constraint is imposed on the global behavior of the network function in between data points
[101]. To better exploit the structure of unlabeled data, a strategy of mixup was recently
proposed to train a deep network on a linear mixing of pairs of input data and their corre-
sponding labels [165]. By filling the void between input samples, this strategy regularizes
the global smoothness of the function and was shown to improve the generalization of state-
of-the-art neural architectures in both supervised [165] and semi-supervised learning [22].
This mixup strategy was recently extended to the latent space, showing improvement over
mixing in the input space only, in a supervised setting.
We argue that the mixup strategy – training a network on linear mixing of input data
and their labels – can be interpreted as regularizing the network to approximate a linear
interpolation function in between data points. The gain of performance brought by mixing
in the latent space, therefore, is partly owing to relaxing this linearity constraint to a portion
of the network between the selected latent space and the output space. We also hypothesize
that, since high-level representations in deep-networks encode important information for
discriminative tasks, mixing at the latent space may provide novel training signals for SSL.
Therefore, we propose to extend this regularization, i.e., regularizing different portions of
the network between the latent space and output space, for SSL and demonstrate its first
application in medical image classification. In this approach, we perform linear mixing
of pairs of labeled and unlabeled data – both in the input and latent space – along with
their corresponding labels: for the latter, the label is guessed and continuously updated
from an average of predictions of augmented samples for each unlabeled data point. We
evaluate the presented SSL model on two distinct medical image classification tasks: multi-
label classification of thoracic disease using Chexpert lung X-ray images [79], and skin
disease classification using Skin Lesion images [36, 149]. We compare the performance of
the presented method with both a supervised baseline, and several SSL methods including
mixup at the input space [165], standard self-ensembling in the input space [93], and recently-
introduced self-ensembling at the latent space [64]. We further provide ablation studies and
analyze the effect of function smoothing achieved by the presented method.
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6.2 Related Work
SSL in Medical Image Analysis:
Many recent semi-supervised works in medical image analysis have focused on explicitly
regularizing the local smoothness of the neural function [23, 64, 119]. For instance, in [23], a
siamese architecture for both labeled and unlabeled data points was proposed to encourage
consistent segmentation under a given class of transformations. In [119], ensemble diversity
was enforced with the use of adversarial samples to improve semi-supervised semantic image
segmentation. In [64], the disentangled stochastic latent space was learned to improve
self-ensembling for semi-supervised classification of chest X-ray images. In these works,
each data point was subjected to local perturbations, e.g., elastic deformations [23], virtual
adversarial direction [119], or sampling from latent posterior distributions [64], for local
smoothness regularization.
In [101], the idea of promoting global smoothness in SSL was explored by constructing
a teacher graph network. Similar approaches exploiting the global smoothness of neural
functions, however, has not been studied in medical images.
Regularization with the Mixup Strategy:
The mixup strategy was first presented in [165] to improve generalization of supervised
models by mixing the data pairs at the input space. It was recently extended in a semi-
supervised setting where the mixing is considered for both labeled and unlabeled data points
[22]. In the meantime, a similar idea was also extended to the mixing of hidden represen-
tations [151], demonstrating improvement over mixing at the input space, although only in
supervised learning.
To our knowledge, this is the first semi-supervised classification network that employs the
mixup strategy at the latent space, and the first time this type of approaches is applied to
semi-supervised medical image classification.
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Figure 6.1: Schematic diagram of the presented SSL method. During training, we
continuously guess labels for the unlabeled data points (left) and then perform SSL
via mixing at the input and latent space (bottom right). On the top right, we
demonstrate the layers in the deep network where latent representations can be
mixed.
6.3 Method
We consider a set of labeled training examples X with the corresponding labels Y, and a set
of unlabeled training samples U . We aim to learn parameters θ for the mapping function
f : X → Y, approximated via a deep neural network. Along the course of the training, we
first guess and continuously update the labels for unlabeled data points (section 6.3.1). We
then perform linear mixing between labeled and unlabeled data points, both in the input
and latent space, along with their corresponding actual or guessed labels (section 7.3.2).
Finally, the SSL model is trained on the mixed data sets using different losses depending
on whether the mixed data point is closer to labeled or unlabeled data (section 6.3.3). Fig.
6.2 summarizes the key components of this semi-supervised learning process.
6.3.1 Guessing Labels
We guess the labels for unlabeled data by augmenting M separate copies of data batch ub,
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Figure 6.2: Schematic diagram of the presented SSL method. During training, we
continuously guess labels for the unlabeled data points (left) and then perform SSL
via mixing at the input and latent space (bottom right). On the top right, we
demonstrate the layers in the deep network where latent representations can be
mixed.
The label guessing in this manner implicitly works as consistency regularization as the
input transformations are assumed to leave class semantics unaffected. The guessed labels
are continuously changed as the neural function f(x) is updated over the course of the
training.
6.3.2 Input and Latent Mixup
Since the mapping function f(x) is approximated by deep neural network, we can decompose
this function as f(x) = dl(el(x)), where el represents the part of the neural network that
encodes the input data to some latent representation at layer l, and dl denotes the part
of neural network that decodes such latent representation to the output f(x). Inspired by
[151], we determine a set of eligible layers S in the neural network from which we randomly
select a layer l and apply mixup in that layer (schematics in top-right; Fig. 6.2). For each
batch, we combine and shuffle labeled and unlabeled data points to obtain a pair of random
mini-batches (x1, y1) and (x2, y2). We pass these pairs to el to obtain latent pairs (el(x1),
y1) and (el(x2), y2), and then perform mixup at this latent layer to produce the mixed
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minibatch as (el(x)
′, y′) as:
λ ∼ Beta(α, α)
λ′ = max(λ, 1− λ)
el(x)
′ = λ′ · el(x1) + (1− λ′) · el(x2)
y′ = λ′ · y1 + (1− λ′) · y2
(6.2)
where α is the positive shape parameter of the Beta distribution, treated as hyperparameter
in this work. Since we are using the same α parameter for the two parameters of Beta
distribution, we obtain a symmetric density function around 0.5. However, depending upon
the values of α, this symmetric shape could take U-shaped (α < 1), uniform distribution (α
= 1), or unimodal (α > 1). Since the sample from Beta-distribution represents how we mix
two input data points (or latent representations), the U-shaped density function is more
preferable as it will allow the resulting mixture to be in the vicinity of the original points
instead of uniform or unimodal density function, which will result in the extreme mixture
(a middle region in the linear interpolation between two points). The effect of α has been
previously analyzed1 with mixup training (for the supervised learning) [165] as expected
α ∈ [0.1, 0.4], was found to be beneficial, whereas, for large α, the network was found to be
underfitting to the dataset.
In this case, unlike supervised learning, since the mixing could occur between labeled and
unlabeled data, it is important to ensure that the mixed data fairly represent the distribution
of both labeled and unlabeled data. Furthermore, as will be described in section 6.3.3,
different losses will be used to reflect a different treatment of the actual and guess labels
due to their difference in reliability. It is thus also important to know whether each mixed
data point is closer to labeled or unlabeled data. To do so, we use λ′ instead of λ in equations
(6.2) to ensure that el(x)
′ is always closer to el(x1) than to el(x2), allowing us to rely on
the knowledge of x1 to determine which loss to apply on the mixed data point.
Depending upon S, we achieve different mixup strategies. For example, when S = {0}, we
only mix at the input space. When S = {0, 1}, we mix at the input space and latent layer
1. When S = {1}, we mix only at the latent layer 1.
1A more principled approach could be to use (or learn) different parameters for Beta distribution
and allow the density function to take appropriate shape based on the dataset.
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6.3.3 Supervised and Unsupervised Loss
To treat the actual and guessed labels differently because the latter are less reliable, we use
different losses for data points that are closer to labeled versus unlabeled data. For data









For data points in B that are closer to unlabeled data, the loss function is defined as a L2









After obtaining mixed latent representation, the network is optimized by minimizing the
sum of these two losses:
L = LX + λU · LU (6.5)
where λU is the weight term for the unsupervised loss.
6.4 Clinical Experiments
In this chapter, we consider two open-sourced large-scale medical dataset: Chexpert [79] and
ISIC 2018 Skin Lesion Analysis [36, 149]. We first test the effectiveness of the presented SSL
approach on these data sets for medical image classifications, in comparison to a supervised
baseline and alternative SSL models. We then analyze the effect of mixing at different latent
layers, and perform ablation studies to assess the impact of different hyperparameters and
the depth of latent mixing on the presented method. Finally, we discuss the effect of function
smoothing achieved by the presented SSL strategy.
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Model Chexpert (k)
100 200 300 400 500
Supervised baseline 0.5576 0.6166 0.6208 0.6343 0.6353
Input Mixup 0.6491 0.6627 0.6731 0.6779 0.6823
Latent Mixup 0.6523 0.6632 0.6747 0.6795 0.6836
Input+Latent Mixup 0.6512 0.6641 0.6739 0.6796 0.6847
Table 6.1: Mean AUROC of 14 categories in the Chexpert data. The reported values
are the average of five random seeds runs.
Model Skin (k)
350 600 1200
Supervised baseline 0.7707 0.7991 0.8538
Input Mixup 0.8504 0.8609 0.9040
Latent Mixup 0.8536 0.8736 0.9036
Input+Latent Mixup 0.8666 0.8768 0.9073
Table 6.2: Mean AUROC of seven categories in the skin data. The reported values
are the average of five random seeds runs.
6.4.1 Results
Comparison studies:
In both data sets, we first evaluate the SSL performance of the presented model in com-
parison with two baselines: a fully-supervised baseline where we train the network with
a supervised cross-entropy loss without mixing, and input mixup where SSL is performed
with mixing at the input space only. The results are presented in Table 6.1 and Table
6.2. For the presented approach, we present two versions: mixing only at the latent space
(latent mixup SSL), and combining both input and latent mixing (input + latent mixup
SSL). As shown, mixing in the latent space in general improved the SSL performance over
the baseline methods. Among the alternatives involving latent mixup, combined input and
latent mixing yielded the best performance in three out of five cases in the Chexpert data
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Model Chexpert (k)
100 200 300 400 500
Image self-ensembling (noise) 0.6012 0.6277 0.6444 0.6550 0.6626
Image self-ensembling (aug) 0.6089 0.6301 0.6423 0.6530 0.6617
Latent self-ensembling 0.6200 0.6386 0.6484 0.6637 0.6697
Input + Latent Mixup 0.6512 0.6641 0.6739 0.6796 0.6847
Table 6.3: Mean AUROC for classification for 14 categories in the Chexpert data.
The average of five randomly-seeded runs is reported by the presented method,
whereas the best result is reported for the other method based on [64].
Ablation Latent mixup Input + Latent
(K = 300) mixup
Presented 0.6747 ± 0.23 0.6739 ± 0.20
Noise 0.6508 ± 0.13 0.6512 ± 0.06
α = 1.0 0.6736 ± 0.17 0.6743 ± 0.11
λU = 100 0.6722 ± 0.10 0.6719 ± 0.20
Table 6.4: Ablation studies to assess the effect of hyperparameters.
set, and in all cases in the skin dataset.
Using the Chexpert data set, we further compared the presented model with existing SSL
methods that focused on regularizing local smoothness of the network function via pertur-
bations around single data points: self-ensembling at the input space [93] using Gaussian
noise perturbations (with std=0.15, image-space self-ensembling (noise)) or augmention
with random translation and rotation (image-space self-ensembling (augmentation)), and
ensembling at the disentangling latent space (latent-space self-ensembling) [64]. The re-
sults, as presented in 6.3, showed a clear improvement of the presented method, supporting
the advantage of regularizing the global in addition to local smoothness of neural functions.
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Figure 6.3: Effect of latent mixup in each layer of the deep network.
Ablation studies:
We study the effect of different hyperparameters and elements in the presented SSL method,
using a labeled dataset of size 300. The results are shown in Table 7.5. While each had
certain effect on the model performance, the most notable difference came from the data
augmentation strategy used in the presented SSL method: replacing the presented data
augmentation with image-level noises notably reduced the model performance, although
still at a level higher than the ensembling baselines presented in Table 6.3.
In Fig. 6.3, we show how the model performance was affected by the depth of latent space at
which the mixing was performed, in comparison to a fixed baseline (green dashed) of mixing
at the input space only. As shown, mixing at the deeper layers of the network appeared to
be more beneficial in general. This implies that it may be more appropriate to apply the
linearity constraint, considering its limited function capacity, to the later portion of a deep
neural network. It may also suggest that, since higher-level representations are more task-
related, mixing in such space could help in generalization. From the statistical significance
view-point, note that the observed difference between layer 4 and layer 1 for input + latent
mixup is significant (p < 0.02). In contrast, we did not find the same difference for latent
mixup alone to be significant.
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Input mixup Input + Latent mixupLatent mixup
Figure 6.4: Decision boundary of SSL learning on two-moon toy data, where yellow
dots represent the labeled data and the rest are unlabeled data.
Figure 6.5: Reliability diagram of the networks on classifying two class labels from
X-ray images, trained with K= 300 labeled data. Perfect calibration is indicated
by the diagonal line representing identity function.
6.4.2 The effect of function smoothing
Finally, we explore the effect of function smoothing brought by the presented SSL method.
Starting with a two-moon toy data set, we observed in Fig. 6.4 that mixing in the latent
space increases the smoothness of the decision boundary in comparison to mixing at the
input space only, an observation similar to [151] for supervised learning. In addition, it
also provided a broader range of uncertainty (broader region of low confidence) compared
to mixing in input space only.
While it is not feasible to visualizing the decision boundary for the deep neural network in the
presented medical image classification, we instead investigated the effect of a more smoothed
confidence measure as observed in the toy data. To do so, we consider the calibration of
the model via the reliability diagram. Fig. 6.5 shows examples of the network in classifying
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two class labels: as shown, in general, the mixup strategy improves the calibration of the
network compared to a supervised baseline, while mixing at the latent space tends to further
marginally improve the calibration compared to mixing at the input space alone.
6.5 Conclusion
We presented a novel semi-supervised learning method that regularizes the global smooth-
ness of neural functions under the combination of input and latent mixing of labeled and
unlabeled data. The evaluation on public chest X-ray data and skin disease data showed
that the presented method improved the classification performance over SSL focusing on
local smoothness of neural functions, as well as SSL regularizing global smoothness of the
entire network between the input and output space. In future work, we are interested in







Deep Learning has been an increasingly common choice of data analyses across various
domains. They have achieved strong performance when trained with a large set of well-
annotated data. However, the acquisition of such data sets is expensive in many domains
as the annotation requires expert knowledge [64]. In comparison, the collection of a large
amount of data without any annotation, i.e., unlabeled data set, is often less costly. This
surplus of unlabeled data can be exploited to benefit the learning from small labeled data
via semi-supervised learning (SSL).
Formally, in SSL, a data set X = {x1, x2, ..., xn} is given among which only the first m
points are annotated {y1, ..., ym} ∈ Y, and the remaining points are unlabeled. While
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Figure 7.1: The use of local and global smoothness in the classic two-moon toy SSL
problem.
learning the function f : X → Y, SSL will exploit the hidden relationship within the data to
predict the labels of unlabeled data points. An important assumption commonly exploited
is the smoothness of the neural function [167]. Generally, this can be loosely categorized
into two groups: local smoothness, and global smoothness [167]. As illustrated in Fig.
(7.1) on a classic two-moon toy problem, local assumption regularizes outputs of nearby
points to have the same label. This is represented by various perturbation-based methods
that constrain the output of the neural function in the vicinity of available data points
[93, 107], which does not consider the connection between data points. Alternatively, global
assumption regularizes outputs of the points of the same structure (e.g., any points on a
single moon in 7.1), more fully utilizing the information in the unlabeled data structures.
This is represented by various graph-based methods [101, 167], where the similarity of data
points is defined by graph and outputs of neural functions are smoothed for the graph
structure.
More recently, the mixup regularizer [165], initially proposed for supervised learning, has
been applied to SSL and demonstrated state-of-the-art performance [22, 152]. Mixup trains
a deep learning model on linear interpolants of inputs and labels. It has been considered
as regularizing the global smoothness of the function by filling the void between input
samples and, in specific, has been interpreted to be encouraging a linear behavior of the
underlying neural function when interpolating between training examples [165]. Despite the
empirical success obtained in many variants of the mixup strategy [61, 150], however, the
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theoretical underpinning of its regularization effect on the the neural function has not been
fully understood.
Outside the regime of SSL, different learning theories for generalization have agreed that
regularizing some notion of smoothness of the hypothesis class of the function helps im-
prove generalization [82]. One increasingly popular approach to regularize the smoothness
of the neural function, or to control the complexity of the function, is in enforcing Lips-
chitz continuity of the deep network [10, 11, 53]. This interest is particularly noticeable
in the generative modeling community to improve the stability of GANs, where efficiently
constraining the Lipschitz constant of the critic function is fundamental due to the nature
of the underlying optimization problem (minimization of the Wasserstein distance between
real and generated samples) [10]. The Lipschitz continuity of a function (see Definition 1 for
gradient function) essentially bounds the rate of changes in the function output as a result
of the change in the input, preventing a function from changing steeply over its input space.
To enforce the Lipschitz continuity of a neural function (or to constrain the Lipschitz con-
stant of a neural function), several techniques have been proposed, such as weight clipping
[10], gradient penalty [57], and adversarial Lipschitz regularization [147]. Beside generative
models, the Lipschitz continuity is also considered in several deep learning topics, including
robust learning [159], deep learning theory [14] and supervised learning [113]. Despite these
extensive efforts, the effect of Lipschitz continuity for SSL and its relation with mixup-based
regularization have received limited attention.
In this chapter, we first offer a theoretically substantiated interpretation of the regularization
effect of mixup from the lens of Lipschitz constant. We show that, by promoting linearity,
mixup minimizes the Lipschitz constant of the gradient function of the neural network,
thereby enforcing the Lipschitz smoothness of the neural function (Proposition 1). We then
note that, while this minimizes the rate of change of the gradient of the neural function, it
does not enforce the Lipschitz continuity of the neural function itself. Intuitively, this means
that while the mixup encourages the function to behave linearly when interpolating, it does
not bound or constrain the steepness of the slope of this linear function as illustrated in Fig.
7.2. We therefore present a new SSL strategy that combines mix-up training with Lipshitz
regularization (LR) to simultaneously constraint the Lipschitz constant of both the neural
function (through LR) and its gradient function (through mixup). This not only encourages
the neural function to behave linearly, but also constrains the slope of this linear function
as illustrated in Fig. 7.2. We hypothesize that this combined regularization will further
smooth the neural function and result in improved generalization performance of SSL when
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Figure 7.2: Schematic of the mixup-based strategy for learning function (blue line)
with limited labeled data (green dots). Mixup promotes linearity between the pair
of data (black line) but does not bound the steepness of the slope. We add Lipschitz
regularization to constrain the slope of such function (green line).
learning from a small amount of labeled data.
We test our hypothesis on three widely considered benchmark data sets (CIFAR-10 [91],
SVHN [110], and CIFAR-100 [91]) and a real world biomedical data set (Skin Lesion im-
ages [36, 149]). We compare the performance of the presented method with standard SSL
methods, including the state-of-the-art MixMatch [22], and demonstrate its improvement
in generalization across all these datasets. We further investigate the robustness of the
presented method to single-step adversarial attacks and demonstrate improved robustness.
In summary, the contribution of this work includes:
• We establish the first connection between mixup-based regularization and the smooth-
ness of the neural function via Lipschitz smoothness.
• We propose augmenting mixup-based approach with explicit Lipschitz regularization
on the neural function to improve the generalization of SSL methods.
• We demonstrated improved performance over the state-of-the-art methods in three
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benchmark datasets and a real-world biomedical dataset.
• We demonstrate improved robustness of the presented method to single-step adver-
sarial attacks.
7.2 Related Work
This chapter’s work is generally related to two broad research topics of deep learning: SSL
and Lipschitz regularization. Since we have already reviewed the recent and fundamental
results around SSL, we only review Lipschitz regularization literature.
7.2.1 Lipschitz regularization
The Lipschitz constant of the network has been proposed as a candidate measure for the
Rademacher complexity (a measure of generalization) [14]. Different Lipschitz regulariza-
tions for controlling Lipschitz constant have been considered in various topics of machine
learning. Lipschitz continuity is commonly considered for robust learning, avoiding ad-
versarial attacks [159], and stabilization to train generative adversarial networks [10]. To
enforce the Lipschitz constraint, different implicit approaches like weight clipping [10] and
gradient penalty [57, 158] have been considered. These implicit approaches approximate the
constraint on Lipschitz constant by, typically, penalizing the norm of the function gradient
at certain input points [57]. An explicit approach to Lipschitz regularization, on the other
hand, attempts to directly encourages Lipschitz continuity based on its definition, which was
argued to provides more control over the regularization effect [147]. In [147], for instance,
this was done by explicitly penalizing the violation of Lipschitz constraint. Despite these
extensive studies, however, the use of Lipschitz regularization has not been considered for
improving generalization of SSL methods.
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7.3 Methodology
We consider a mapping function f : X → Y, approximated via a deep network. As has been
empirically shown, the given function f achieves better generalization when trained with a
mixup strategy [165]. We first present preliminary on Lipschitz regularization in 7.3.1. In
7.3.2, we then establish the theoretical connection between mixup and Lipschitz regulariza-
tion (of the gradient function of the neural network). With this understanding, in 7.3.3, we
propose a complementary improvement of mixup by explicit Lipschitz regularization of the
neural function via adversarial Lipschitz regularization. Finally, in 7.3.4, we integrate these
ideas into a new SSL method.
7.3.1 Preliminary: Lipschitz Regularization






where the metric spaces dX and dY are the domain and co-domain of the function f ,
respectively. The properties of low Lipschitz constants for deep networks are explored in
[111], demonstrating that it improves generalization. Recent literature in stabalizing GAN
have proposed different approaches for Lipschitz regularization. These regularizations can be
generally grouped into an implicit and explicit form of penalization for violation of Lipschitz
constraint. For instance, gradient penalty [57], an implicit Lipschitz regularization, penalizes
the norm of the gradient as
Ex∼X (‖Oxf(x)‖2 − 1)
2 (7.2)






In both case, the objective is to achieve 1-Lipschitz function for f , an optimization require-
ment for Wassterstein-GANs.
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7.3.2 Mixup bounds the Lipschitz constant of the gradient of the
neural function
To understand the role of mixup in regularizing the smoothness of the neural function, we
consider the definition of Lipschitz smoothness.
Definition 1. (Lipschitz Smoothness). A differential function f : X → Y is Lipschitz
smooth with constant L > 0 if its derivatives are Lipschitz continuous:
‖5f(x1)−5f(x2)‖ ≤ L ‖x1 − x2‖ , ∀x1, x2 ∈ X .
Loosely speaking, when the gradient of a function is Lipschitz continuous, such function are
considered to be smooth.
We now show that mixup regularization is a lower bound of the Lipschitz constant of the
gradient of the neural network.
Proposition 1. Let f be the differential function with a Lipschitz continuous gradient over
Rn with constant L. This function, f , via mixup regularizer [165], is encouraged toward
convexity such that f(λx1 + (1 − λ)x2) = λf(x1) + (1 − λ)f(x2) with λ ∈ [0, 1]. Then,
f(αx1 + (1− α)x2)− (αf(x1) + (1− α)f(x2)) ≤ α(1−α)L2 ‖x1 − x2‖
2
.
Proof. With the definition of Lipschitz smoothness, for a differential function f : X → R,
X ⊂ Rn, and a constant L, we have,
‖5f(x1)−5f(x2)‖ ≤ L ‖x1 − x2‖ , ∀x1, x2 ∈ X . (7.4)
Note that this definition does not assume convexity of f . But when we assume that the
function f is convex, then using Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, we have equivalent condition
as:
(5f(x1)−5f(x2))T (x1 − x2) ≤ L ‖x1 − x2‖2 ,
∀x1, x2 ∈ X . (7.5)
Similarly, for the convex function f , using monotonicity of gradient equivalence, we have
following condition:
(5f(x1)−5f(x2))T (x1 − x2) ≥ 0, ∀x1, x2 ∈ X . (7.6)
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Using (7.5) and (7.6), we first establish that g is convex. We apply x1 and x2 to g, take the
derivative, and subtract the two result to get:
5g(x1)−5g(x2) = Lx1 −5f(x1)− Lx2 +5f(x2)
5g(x1)−5g(x2) = (Lx1 − Lx2 − (5f(x1)−5f(x2)))
(5g(x1)−5g(x2))T (x1 − x2)
= (L(x1 − x2)− (5f(x1)−5f(x2)))T (x1 − x2)
= L ‖x1 − x2‖2)− (5f(x1)−5f(x2))T (x1 − x2)
≥ 0
(7.8)
This is equivalent to the convex form of (7.6), and hence g is convex. Now, when we expand
g according to the standard definition of convexity, we get:





where the LHS of (7.9) is the minimization of mixup loss and we finished the proof.
Note that only the constant L on the right-hand side is subject to change during optimization
for a given pair of data x1 and x2. As such, this proposition implies that minimizing mixup
loss controls the constant L which can be considered as the Lipschitz constant of the gradient
function of the neural network, thereby making the function smoother. Establishing this
theoretically-substantiated connection between mixup and Lipschitz regularization is the
first contribution of this work.
7.3.3 Bounding the Lipschitz constant of the neural function by
adversarial Lipschitz regularization
As illustrated in Fig. 7.2 when regularizing the neural function to interpolate linearly with
mixup provides the smoothest possible function among possible choices, it does not constrain
the steepness of the slope of the linear function. Therefore, in this section, we propose to
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augment mixup strategy with an explicit Lipschitz regularization to bound the Lipschitz






where dX and dY are the metric for input and output space, respectively. Note that we put
γ = 0 because, unlike the GAN setup, we are not required to obtain 1-Lipschitz function,
as shown in Eq. (7.3).
The direct implementation of Eq.(7.10) is not trivial, partly due to the sampling strategy of
the training pairs of x1 and x2. We follow the adversarial Lipschitz regularization strategy
presented in [147] that penalizes Eq.(7.10) on a pair of data points that maximizes the
Lipschitz ratio. In specific, we first select the data point x2 to be in the vicinity of the
training point x1 such that x2 = x1 + r:
‖f‖K = sup
x1,x1+r∈X ;x1 6=x2
dY (f(x1), f(x1 + r))
dX(x1, x1 + r)
(7.11)
where the mapping f is K-Lipschitz if taking maximum over r results in value K or smaller.
Toward this, we define r by finding the adversarial perturbation that maximizes the Lipschitz
ratio for the given x1 as:
radv = arg max
x1,x1+r∈X ;x1 6=x2
dY (f(x1), f(x1 + r))
dX(x1, x1 + r)
(7.12)
and penalize the corresponding maximum violation of the Lipschitz constraint as:
LALP =
(dY (f(x1), f(x1 + radv))
dX(x1, x1 + radv)
− γ) (7.13)
Since computing adversarial perturbation is a nonlinear optimization problem, we followed a
crude and cheap power iteration based approximation approach similar to works in [107, 147].
In this iterative scheme, we approximate the direction at x1 that induces the largest change
in the output in terms of divergence dY .
Combining the mixup loss and ALR of Eq. (7.13), we obtain our proposed loss function:
L = Lmixup + ζ · LALP (7.14)
where ζ controls the relative strength of explicit Lipschitz regularization.
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7.3.4 Integrating mixup and explicit Lipschitz regularization for
SSL
In this section, we apply the presented combination of loss (Eq. 7.14) for SSL setup. To-
ward this, we consider a data set X = {x1, x2, ..., xn} among which only the m points are
annotated with labels {y1, ..., ym} ∈ L, and the remaining points are unlabeled. We aim to
learn parameters θ for the mapping function f : X → Y, approximated via a deep network.
Similar to MixMatch algorithm [14], along the course of training, we first guess and con-
tinuously update the labels for unlabeled data points. We augment P separate copies of







Note that the label guessing in this manner also regularize the model toward consistency
in a similar fashion to typical perturbation-based approaches, as the data transformations
(e.g., rotation, translation, etc.) are assumed to leave class semantics unaffected.
While generating a guessed label, we sharpen the obtained labels to minimize the entropy
in our estimation. Entropy minimization is a traditional and successful strategy in the SSL
to enforce the classifier output to have low-entropy predictions on unlabeled data [22, 107].
For the sharpening function, we use the following operation:












where S represents the number of classes in the output space, and τ is the temperature
hyperparameter for the categorical distribution. However, note that such sharpening is not
feasible in a multi-label classification scenario [61].
We then use this sharpened guessed labels for unlabeled data points, and ground truth
labels for labeled data points to train the network using mixup strategy. In each batch, we
mix both labeled and unlabeled data points together to ensure that the mixed data fairly
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represent the distribution of both labeled and unlabeled data.
λ ∼ Beta(α, α)
λ′ = max(λ, 1− λ)
x̃ = λ′x1 + (1− λ′)x1
ỹ = λ′y2 + (1− λ′)y2
(7.17)
It is reasonable to expect that the actual labels in labeled data are more reliable than guessed
labels for unlabeled data, which motivates us to use different loss functions for labeled and
unlabeled data points. Since we mixed them together, we use λ′ = max(λ, 1−λ) in Eq.(7.17)
to ensure x̃ is closer to x1 than x2: this knowledge then allow us to apply labeled and
unlabeled loss according to the index of x1. For data points in a batch B that are closer to





For data points in B that are closer to unlabeled data, we apply L2 loss as it is considered





Finally, we combined ALP loss as defined in Eq. (7.13) with the mixup-based loss terms of
Eq. (7.18) and Eq. (7.19) as:
L = LX + λ · LU︸ ︷︷ ︸
mixup loss
+ ζ · LALP︸ ︷︷ ︸
Lipschitz regularization
(7.20)
where λU is the weight term for the unsupervised loss, and ζ is the weight term for the
explicit Lipschitz regularization presented in 7.3.3. We refer to the model trained in this
manner as Mixup-LR throughout the rest of the manuscript for brevity.
7.4 Experiments
We test the effectiveness of the presented Mixup-LR on three standard SSL benchmark
datasets (CIFAR-10 [91], SVHN [110] and CIFAR-100 [91]) and a real-world biomedical
dataset (Skin Lesion images [36, 149]). We also consider the robustness of the presented
Mixup-LR against adversarial attacks (section 7.4.3).
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Methods/Labels 250 1000 4000
Π-Model [22] 53.02 ± 2.05 31.53 ± 0.09 17.41 ± 0.37
VAT [22] 36.03 ± 2.82 18.68 ± 0.40 11.05 ± 0.31
MixMatch [22] 11.08 ± 0.87 7.75 ± 0.32 6.24 ± 0.06
MixMatch (ours) 12.90 ± 2.10 8.73 ± 0.29 6.29 ± 0.11
Mixup-LR 9.47 ± 0.99 7.59 ± 1.64 5.44 ± 0.06
Table 7.1: Error rate (%) comparison of Mixup-LR to baseline methods on CIFAR10
for a varying number of labels.
7.4.1 Implementation details
In all standard SSL benchmark experiments, we use the Wide ResNet-28 model from [114],
and for the biomedical dataset, we use the AlexNet model from [61]. Our implementation
of the model and training procedure closely matches that of [22]. For benchmark data
sets, we follow modern standards in SSL and report the median error rate of the last 20
checkpoints on all the unlabeled data points, and on the biomedical dataset, we follow the
classic approach and report the result on test data by choosing the checkpoint with the lowest
validation error. In all experiments, we linearly ramp up λ to its maximum value over the
training steps. We set ζ hyperparameter to 2 in all the cases, and consider only 1 iteration
to calculate adversarial perturbation radv. Given the diversity of data sets considered, we
leave other specific implementation details to each subsection.
For comparison, we consider three existing SSL methods from [22]: Π-Model [93, 130],
Virtual Adversarial Training [107], and MixMatch [22]. The first two methods represent
SSL considering local smoothness, and MixMatch represents SSL with global smoothness
via a mixup strategy. Since MixMatch inspires the presented Mixup-LR, we re-implemented
MixMatch in the same codebase to ensure a fair comparison. Furthermore, we trained each
model on five random seeds and reported the mean and standard deviation of the error
rates.
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Methods/Labels 250 1000 4000
Π-Model [22] 17.65 ± 0.27 8.60 ± 0.18 5.57 ± 0.14
VAT [22] 8.41 ± 1.01 5.98 ± 0.21 4.20 ± 0.15
MixMatch [22] 3.78 ± 0.26 3.27 ± 0.31 2.89 ± 0.06
MixMatch (ours) 3.65 ± 0.25 3.26 ± 0.13 2.87 ± 0.05
Mixup-LR 3.58 ± 0.30 3.09 ± 0.13 2.81 ± 0.04
Table 7.2: Error rate (%) comparison of Mixup-LR to baseline methods on SVHN
for a varying number of labels.
7.4.2 Generalization performance of SSL
CIFAR-10
CIFAR-10 is the standard SSL benchmark datasets with 60000 data points divided uniformly
across ten labels. We evaluate the accuracy of each method considered with a varying
number of labeled examples (250, 1000, and 4000) on all the unlabeled data sets. This
means for the case of a labeled number of 250, we report the performance on the rest of the
59750 unlabeled samples. The λ value was set to 75. We present the results on Table 7.1. As
compared with the perturbation-based approach (Π-Model and VAT), the mixup strategy
(via MixMatch) achieves better generalization throughout all the cases. By augmenting
the mixup strategy with explicit Lipschitz regularization, the presented Mixup-LR further
improves the generalization performance (p < 0.02 for l = 250 and l = 4000, unpaired t-
test). For instance, for the case of labeled number of 250, the presented Mixup-LR reduces
the mean error rate by nearly 25%.
SVHN
SVHN consists of 73257 samples divided across ten labels. Similar to CIFAR-10, we evaluate
the accuracy of each method considered with varying numbers of labeled examples (250,
1000, and 4000). The λ value was set to 250. The obtained results are presented in Table
7.2. Similar to CIFAR-10, the presented Mixup-LR achieves better generalization across all
the labeled training setup compared to both the perturbation-based approaches (Π-Model
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Methods/Labels 10000 15000
MixMatch 31.67 ± 0.30 28.50 ± 0.11
Mixup-LR 29.11 ± 0.10 26.21 ± 0.15
Table 7.3: Error rate (%) comparison of Mixup-LR to MixMatch on CIFAR100 for
a varying number of labels.
Methods/Labels 600 1200
Supervised baseline 0.80 ± 1.70 0.85 ± 1.06
MixMatch 0.88 ± 1.21 0.89 ± 0.47
Mixup-LR 0.89 ± 0.73 0.90 ± 0.66
Table 7.4: AUROC comparison of Mixup-LR to MixMatch on Skin Lesion dataset
for a varying number of labels.
and VAT) and mixup-based approach (MixMatch, p = 0.04 for l = 4000, p ≈ 0.20 for
l = 250 and l = 1000, unpaired t-test).
CIFAR-100
CIFAR-100 is similar to CIFAR-10 except that it has 100 classes containing 600 images
each. The λ value was set to 250. Note that due to the increased complexity of the dataset,
some prior works [22] have suggested the use of a larger model (26 million parameter)
instead of the base model considered in this work (1.5 million parameter). As such, the
presented results might confound with results previously reported in the literature. Thus,
we have only considered the evaluation of the baseline MixMatch and presented Mixup-LR
on two different numbers of labeled examples (10000 and 15000). As shown in Table 7.3,
the presented Mixup-LR significantly improved the performance compared to MixMatch in
both cases (p < 0.0001, unpaired t-test)): the mean error rate for MixMatch was reduced
by around 9% with the presented Mixup-LR.
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Figure 7.3: ROC curves of the presented Mixup-LR compared to alternative models
for classification of dermoscopic images into seven different disease categories when
trained with 600 labels.
Skin Lesion
ISIC 2018 skin data set comprises of 10015 dermoscopic images with labels for seven different
disease categories. To evaluate the presented method, we created two sets of labeled training
data (600 and 1200) considering the class balance. Similar to CIFAR-100, we compared
the presented Mixup-LR against the baseline MixMatch. In this case, the λ value was
set to 50. Unlike other cases, to maintain the standards of the dataset, we report the
AUROC. Since this biomedical dataset is relatively less considered in the SSL literature,
we also included the supervised baseline. The obtained results are shown in Table 7.4,
where, similar to other datasets, the presented Mixup-ALR achieves better generalization
compared to the MixMatch approach, and the supervised baseline. The receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curves for the corresponding labeled number of 600 and 1200 are
respectively presented in Fig. 7.3 and Fig. 7.4. In these figures, we randomly selected the
model for demonstrating the ROC comparison among the five random seed models.
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Figure 7.4: ROC curves of the presented Mixup-LR compared to alternative models
for classification of dermoscopic images into seven different disease categories when
trained using 1200 labels.
Ablation study
Here, we primarily study the effect of ζ hyperparameter in the presented SSL method, using
a labeled dataset of size 250 for the CIFAR-10 data set. The ζ hyperparameter controls the
effect of the presented regularization with the mixup-based loss, as shown in Eq. (7.20). We
conducted this study for four different values (0, 1, 2, and 3), as shown in Table 7.5. While
the inclusion of the Lipschitz penalty improves upon the baseline method (i.e., ζ=0 vs. rest),
different hyperparameter values of ζ produce a similar result with the best case at ζ=2. We
also experiment to understand the effect of the quality of adversarial perturbation on the
presented loss. Toward this, we increase the iteration number to 2 and for a single seed
experiment, obtain the median accuracy as 88.42 on CIFAR-10 (250 labels) compared to
90.53 ± 0.99 with doing a single iteration. This shows that the single iteration for calculating
adversarial perturbation for the Lipsthiz penalty is reasonable enough in these SSL problems
corroborating with the previous discussion in the literature [107, 147]. However, increasing
the iteration beyond two may further improve the performance of the presented method.
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Ablation CIFAR-10 (250 labels)
ζ = 0 12.90 ± 2.10
ζ = 1 10.03 ± 0.63
ζ = 2 9.47 ± 0.99
ζ = 3 9.77 ± 0.58
Table 7.5: Ablation study on ζ hyperparameter.
7.4.3 Robustness
The neural network vulnerability to the adversarial examples is well-known phenomena
[52, 144]. We hypothesize that compared to the mixup-based approach, our presented
Mixup-LR is more robust against the adversarial attacks for two reasons. First, Mixup-LR
is Lipschitz regularized using adversarial samples, making them less insensitive to similar
adversarial perturbations. Second, the Lipschitz penalty of Mixup-LR enforces local Lip-
schitzness in the classifier function. Recent works have theoretically demonstrated that
regularizing the local Lipschitzness of the classifier function helps in achieving high clean
and robust accuracy [161]. To test this hypothesis, we consider the Fast Gradient Sign
Method (FGSM) [52], which constructs adversarial examples in one single step. We con-
sider two different pixel-wise perturbation amount (i.e., ε) of 0.07 and 0.007. We evaluate
this adversarial attack on the SSL model trained with the CIFAR-10 dataset. In Table
7.6, we present the performance of networks trained with Mixup-LR compared against Mix-
Match. As we can see for all the models trained with different labeled numbers (250, 1000,
and 4000), Mixup-LR demonstrates better robustness compared to MixMatch. However,
note that the result of adversarial robustness might be biased since Mixup-LR was already
better in terms of clean accuracy (as seen in Table 7.1). To investigate this, we evaluate the
drop in performance after an adversarial attack. We present the result in Fig. 7.5 where the
percentage drop of the presented Mixup-LR (solid line) is less than the corresponding Mix-
Match model (dotted line). This confirms that the presented Mixup-LR is robust compared
to the model trained with the Mixup strategy only.
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MixMatch Mixup-LR
ε 0.007 0.07 0.007 0.07
250 68.01 ± 10.03 75.26 ± 7.64 55.24 ± 4.79 63.67 ± 4.00
1000 53.68 ± 2.35 63.67 ± 1.48 47.72 ± 3.04 57.64 ± 3.16
4000 57.73 ± 1.80 67.55 ± 2.20 53.55 ± 6.08 61.69 ± 5.39
Table 7.6: Accuracy of unlabeled data points on white-box FGSM adversarial ex-
amples on CIFAR-10. We compare the presented Mixup-LR against MixMatch for
two different ε for three different labeled cases.
7.5 Discussion and Future Work
While this research presents a novel SSL model (Mixup-LR) to improve the state-of-the-
art MixMatch method on benchmark datasets, there are certain limitations of the current
research which we discuss here.
First, the current approach to penalize the violation of the Lipschitz constraint might be ex-
pensive as it requires 1 step of back-propagation for each power iteration step while calculat-
ing the adversarial perturbation. Although this extra computation is standard in Lipschitz
regularization (e.g., Gradient Penalty [57]), there are recent works that have demonstrated
the efficacy of cheap techniques for obtaining adversarial examples [135]. As future work, we
will consider such methods to eliminate the overhead cost of generating adversarial examples
for Lipschitz regularization.
Second, in this work, by augmenting the Lipschitz regularization with a mixup-based strat-
egy, we control the Lipschitz constant of the deep neural network. As future work, we want
to empirically validate this proposition by estimating the network’s Lipschitz constants. Al-
though estimation of the Lipschitz constant for deep networks often suffers from either lack
of accuracy or poor scalability, some of the recent works have demonstrated the accurate
performance [43]. We leave utilizing these latest findings of the literature for the future.
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Figure 7.5: Percentage drop for the presented Mixup-LR compared to MixMatch
after adversarial attack (FGSM) for two perturbation amount ε = 0.07 and ε =
0.007.
7.6 Conclusion
We presented a novel SSL method, Mixup-LR, which combines a mixup-based strategy with
the explicit Lipschitz regularization. We first showed the effect of mixup regularization in
promoting smoothness, where the mixup approach was found to bound only the Lipschitz
constant of the gradient of the neural function. As such, we augmented mixup with explicit
Lipschitz regularization to control the Lipschitz constant of the function itself. The efficacy
of the presented Mixup-LR was demonstrated on three SSL benchmark data sets and one
real-world clinical data set, through improvement over state-of-the-art MixMatch model
along with other standard SSL algorithms. We also demonstrated the robustness of Mixup-
LR against single-step adversarial attacks.
Chapter 8
Conclusion and Future Work
In this dissertation, we were primarily interested in addressing the challenge posed by lim-
ited labeled data while learning diagnostic models for the biomedical domain. With limited
labeled data, learning the complex models like deep neural networks is difficult, affecting
models’ generalization to data from the new unseen patient group. Toward approaching
this, we utilized two general perspectives in deep learning: learning disentangled represen-
tations and developing efficient SSL algorithms for the biomedical dataset. In chapter 1, we
presented a unifying perspective on how we can refine these two viewpoints for improving
the generalization of deep networks for the biomedical dataset. We captured underlying
explanatory factors with disentangled representation, including task-related representation,
which led us to improved generalization even with a small amount of labeled data. With
efficient SSL models, we utilized a large amount of unlabeled data along with the limited
labeled data achieving phenomenal generalization performance compared to training the
models only with the labeled dataset. In both of these perspectives, we focused on improv-
ing the generalization of the deep learning model when trained with limited labeled data.
In a nutshell, we explored four major facets toward that goal.
1. In chapter 3, we proposed a novel sequential factorized auto-encoder for disentangling
inter-subject variations from 12-lead ECG. We considered the challenging biomedical
task of localization of the origin of ventricular activation from 12-lead ECG. Our pre-
sented model’s ability to disentangle inter-subject variations from the factor relating
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to the clinical task helped improve the model’s generalization when we train it using
such a separated factor instead of complete data representation. The improvement
was significant as the test set comprises 12-lead ECGs from a new unseen patient
group. Since the dataset is obtained via the real clinical procedure, the number of
data samples was relatively low compared to the typical deep learning training setup.
This was evident as the widely-used standard supervised CNN training also struggled
compared to our proposed framework. To our knowledge, this was the first effort in
disentangling different generative factors – especially those related to patient-specific
anatomy – from ECG data, which may have important clinical implications in im-
proving the accuracy of ECG-based applications such as the localization of ventricular
activation origin and beyond. One interesting future direction could be to integrate
the population-based deep learning model and the patient-specific model to present
improved performance in VT localization. We explored one such possibility in [106],
where we presented a novel hybrid model for computer-guided pace-mapping with two
distinct modules: 1) an off-line population-based deep learning model that provides
an initial regionalization of the site of VT origin, and 2) an on-line patient-specific
model that, after being initialized by the population predictions, in real-time actively
prompts the clinician where to pace next and progressively improves the prediction
of the origin of VT using each added pacing data.
2. Chapter 4 proposed a deep generative model with a non-parametric independent latent
factor model for unsupervised learning of disentangled representations. We showed
how along with independence, increased modeling capacity in the latent density would
improve the model’s disentangling ability, especially as the generative factors’ com-
plexity increases. We were motivated because, unlike regular computer vision prob-
lems where these deep generative models were used, the biomedical domain is rela-
tively complex with a potentially unbounded number of underlying generative factors.
We demonstrated how disentanglement of nuisance factors could improve supervised
extraction of task representations to enhance the model’s generalization in challeng-
ing biomedical datasets. As future work, one exciting avenue would be to combine
our approach with Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) [51]. Some of the previ-
ous works have shown that richer prior distributions might reduce mode collapse for
GANs [16, 115] - one of the pressing challenges in GAN’s training, which could simi-
larly benefit from the non-parametric independent latent factor model. Furthermore,
in chapter 4, we also presented a large-scale 12-lead ECG data set procedurally gener-
ated with a controlled set of generative factors involving the geometry of the heart and
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torso. With this dataset, to our knowledge, we were first to demonstrate that we can
disentangle anatomical information in 12-lead ECG. This dataset also helped us to
quantitatively compare different disentangling models as similar non-visual datasets
do not exist. One immediate future work would be to add more geometrical variations
to enrich the dataset.
3. From chapter 5 onward, we took an approach of semi-supervised learning (SSL) to
address the challenge of a limited labeled dataset in the biomedical domain. Specifi-
cally, in this chapter, we presented a stacked SSL method that combined unsupervised
disentanglement benefits with the self-ensembling approach commonly used in SSL.
We used the analytical learning theory [81] to rationalize the effect of disentangling
and self-ensembling over the latent space on the generalizability of the model. One
of the immediate future works could be merging two-stage training into a single one
for computational efficiency and the model’s performance. In this chapter, we noted
that compared to many visual benchmark data sets, disease-specific factors in medical
images might be buried by other more significant factors of variations in contribution
to pixel reconstruction or image distribution, e.g., heart-chest ratio vs. torso shape in
Chest X-ray images. This may indicate that these representations may exist at dif-
ferent abstraction levels, and thus, hierarchical disentanglement [98] may further be
beneficial for SSL. From the application point of view, future work could extend the
presented method for semi-supervised medical image segmentation. However, since
output or label space accounts for the spatial position of pixels in the input space, a
simple yet effective assumption of consistency is violated in the segmentation task. A
naive extension of the SSL method may not work for segmentation and may require a
more sophisticated framework. One such example is our recent work in eye image seg-
mentation, where we use an idea from self-supervised learning to enforce consistency
among unlabeled data points [29].
4. In chapter 6 and chapter 7, we concentrate our focus on function smoothing of neural
networks for developing efficient SSL algorithms. We first consider mixup [165] regu-
larization for SSL. Most state-of-the-art SSL methods were only considering the local
smoothness of the neural function. In contrast, by filling a void between input sam-
ples linearly, a mixup regularizes the function’s global smoothness. It was shown to
improve the generalization of state-of-the-art neural architectures for SSL. In chapter
6, we extend this mixup to the latent space to claim that high-level representations
in deep-networks encode important information for discriminative tasks, and mixing
at the latent space may provide novel training signals for SSL. The obtained results
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on the biomedical domain demonstrated the efficacy of our proposition. In chapter
7, we formally established the connection between mixup-based regularization and
the smoothness of neural function via Lipschitz smoothness. With this formal con-
nection, we note that, while mixup minimizes the neural function’s gradient rate, it
does not enforce the Lipschitz continuity of the neural function itself. We, therefore,
proposed a novel SSL strategy that combined mixup training with Lipshitz regular-
ization (LR) to simultaneously constraint the Lipschitz constant of both the neural
function (through LR) and its gradient function (through mixup). Our hypothesis
of improving the generalization performance of SSL with such a combination was
demonstrated on various public datasets, including a medical imaging dataset. One
of the future works would be in estimating the network’s Lipschitz constant to verify
the claim of controlling the Lipschitz constant of the deep neural network. Although
estimation of the Lipschitz constant for deep networks often suffers from either lack of
accuracy or poor scalability, some of the recent works have demonstrated the accurate
performance [43].
8.1 Broader Future Directions
We now present some general research directions that the finding of this dissertation leads.
8.1.1 Data Augmenatation as implicit regularization
While learning from the limited labeled data, we have realized the importance of data
augmentation. In chapter 5, when we perturbed our latent space or in chapters 6 and 7,
where we used mixup to interpolate the between pairs of the data linearly, how a particular
data point or its representation is augmented (perturbed or transformed) played a critical
role in the generalization of the model. Formally, the training dataset D we often consider is
only a subset of true data distribution X , generally regarded as the data manifoldM. With
data augmentation, we create another set D′ ⊂ X , to lie insideM. This simple yet effective
strategy of increasing the dataset for training has been effective across various domains
and learning regimes of machine learning. However, this data augmentation process often
comprises a small set of transformations (e.g., rotations and scaling), predefined manually.
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The set of transformations that work well for a particular dataset or domain may not
necessarily work well for another group. Especially in the biomedical domain, hand-tuned
data augmentation has limited ability to emulate underlying anatomical variations, affecting
the model’s potential capacity. A much better way would be to learn augmentation schemes
from the available dataset, which first avoids hand-engineering the augmentation process.
Second, it could help transfer the learned transformation to another similar dataset. Some
of the works in this direction include [70] which utilizes diffeomorphic transformation, and
[166] which directly learns a spatial transform model to learn image deformations.
8.1.2 Clinical Impact with Artificial Intelligence
In this dissertation, we addressed some of the challenges posed by limited labeled data
for the biomedical domain with the overarching goal of creating clinical impact. Despite
efforts like ours from various institutions and industrial labs, AI-based diagnostic models’
effective deployment into real-world clinical environments still has some challenges. Some of
these challenges include a limited performance of the models when applied on new patients,
insufficient interpretability and over-confidence of the predictions made by the models raising
trustworthiness issues, lack of regulation and policies to balance the pace of AI innovation
in a clinical setting to rule out potential harm as well as ensure end users are not deprived of
access to beneficial innovations. While some of these challenges are related to the algorithmic
design within machine learning, others relate to the logistical difficulties in implementation
and ethical issues. Although all the challenges are equally important for the successful
adoption of AI models in the clinical setting, we would discuss two key aspect: generalization
and interpretability. For other challenges on the adoption of AI-models in the clinical setting,
readers could refer the works from Kelly et al. 2019 [83] and Davenport and Kalakota
2019 [38].
Generalization
The ultimate goal in machine learning is to ensure the trained models generalize well when
applied to the unseen test data. In the clinical setting, this “test” data could represent data
from the same patient at different time instances or completely new patients representing
different healthcare systems or demography (race and ethnicity). This dissertation evaluated
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the models’ generalization on the new unseen patient but from the same hospital system or
demography. To effectively deploy AI-models in real-world clinical settings, one must ensure
that the algorithms perform consistently across patient cohorts. However, several attempts
to apply the existing models to different demography have led to results significantly in the
opposite direction of the original study [40]. For instance, an algorithm fitted using data
from Caucasian patients is not expected to have similar performance when applied to other
patient populations [71]. Some of the work has also argued that the research literature’s
prominent AI models are not executable at the frontlines of clinical practice [116]. Toward
building effective models with such generalization ability, we would require advancements
both in the algorithm design and in curating training datasets from different demography.
Interpretability
We see improved generalization performance across domains at the high cost of increased
complexity with deep learning compared to pre-deep learning models. This has signifi-
cantly affected our ability to interpret the models or their predictions and have created
distrust. The interpretation would allow clinicians to decide whether they should follow
a prediction, enhancing these models’ fairness and trustworthiness among clinicians and
other experts. Also, from a legal perspective, the lack of interpretability (inscrutability and
non-intuitiveness) hinders the effective deployment of such systems [133]. This has resulted
in massive interests within the machine learning community to built interpretable and ex-
plainable AI, with regular workshops at the leading conferences such as NeurIPS, ICLR,
and MICCAI. In this dissertation, we also attempted to interpret and explain some of the
predictions made by our proposed models. For instance, in chapter 4, we interpreted the
disentangled factors and their contributions during melanoma classification, and in chapter
5, by analyzing the disentangled factors, we understood that the disease-specific factors in
Chest X-ray images (e.g., heart-chest ratio) might be buried by other more significant factors
of variations (e.g., torso shape). Similarly, there exist numerous works that have proposed
various interpretation tools and techniques like saliency-maps [134, 141], LIME [128], and
concept-aware vectors [84]. However, most of these works explain the question of ‘where’ the
model is attending rather than ‘why’ the model is attending. One notable example could
be gender prediction from retinal fundus images [124]. With popular interpretability tools,
it was observed that the model seems to be using anatomical features, such as the optic
disc or blood vessels, to generate each prediction. Without explaining why models focus
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on anatomies for predicting a particular gender, just highlighting the model’s focus around
those anatomies, it has been difficult to explain such prediction. One exciting research
direction could be in combining deep learning with causality [68], where the causal effect
of the absence or presence of a concept or features could help us get useful interpretable
models.
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